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Background: 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Smoke Detectors 

Upon review of SECY-78-242 "Proposed Contract Award for a Study 
of Consumer Products Containing Radioactive Material" the Commis
sion requested thatthe contractor give first priority to ioniz-

- ation smoke detectors in implementing the contract. It also re
quested that within 30 (working) days the staff prepare an analysis, 
including a cost-benefit analysis, of the environmental effects of 
ionization smoke detectors on the basis of information currently 
available. It was recommended that the staff consult with the Na
tional Bureau of Standards about the effectiveness of smoke detec
tors, estimate the occupational exposures and related health effects 
for persons manufacturing ionization smoke detectors, a_nd include 
the results of the recent NRC sponsored study of smoke detectors 
by Oak Ridge National Laboratory. 

The attached report 'is in response to the above request. The 
following is a brief sumnary of the report. 

Every year in this decade 7,500 U.S. citizens have died, 310,000 have been injured 
and more than $4 billion worth of personal property has been destroyed by fire. 
More than 401 of those lives could have been saved with smoke detectors. They pro
vide a reliable early warning system in the event of fire. In his Proclamation of 
August 8, 1978 designating Oct. 8-14, 1978 as Fire Prevention week, President 
Carter urges American families and other property owners to install smoke detectors. 

There are presently two types of smoke detectors on the market: the photoelectric 
-·smoke detector that contains no radioactive material and the ionization chamber 

smoke detector that does contain radioactive material. Technically speaking, there 
are differences between these two types of detectors that keep them from being 
equivalent. The ionization type smoke detector performs better on flaming fires 
than does the photoelectric and on the smoldering fires the converse is true. At 
least 2 major manufacturers have developed smoke detectors that combine the photo
electric detection chamber and the ionization chamber in a single unit. These 
11phcto-ion11 detectors are underqoinq functional testinQ at Underwriters' Laboratories 
and are expected to be on the market by Christmas of 1978. 

There have been significant developments in photoelectric type detectors in the 
past 4 or 5 years. One major change was the conversion from incandescent light 
sources to light-emitting diodes. With that change and the attendant lower power 
requirements, it became possible to produce battery operated photoelectric type 
detectors. In responding to an inquiry about the need for ionization type de
tectors in view of advancements in the photoelectrics, an NBS spokesman recently 
stated 11 

••• the photoelectric smoke detectors presently on the market exhibit 
large differences in performance characteristics from one manufacturers' brand 
to another. Even so, assuming that all available photoelectric smoke detectors 
were of the highest proficiency possible within the technology, a reappraisal 
would have to then be made as to whether ionization type smoke detectors still 
have a role to play in home fire safety. But as a matter of fact, we are prob-



ably a year or two or more away from that state-of-the-technical-art and as a 
c~nsequence, the same period of time away from the aforementioned apprai;a1." 
With respect to cost, photoelectric detectors are inherently more costly (by 
about 20%} to produce than comparable ion chamber smoke detectors due to the 
number anJ sophistication of components required. 

The residential smoke detector-market has grown tremendously in the past several 
years because of (a) many state, county and city codes which now require use of 
smoke detectors, and {b) aggressive promotion by manufacturers. In 1971 there 
were an estimated 50,000 detectors sold for home use; in 1977 there were an es
timated 10,000,000 sold. About 95% of those are ionization type smoke detectors 
and 92% are battery operated. The average price in 1971 was about $50; in 
1977, about $20. ' 

Almost all ionization type smoke detectors contain small quantities of Am-241. 
Under NRC regulations (which became effective in 1969, prior to NEPA so an 
environmental impact assessment was not made) the user of an Am-241 smoke 

~ d7tector is exempt from regulations but the manufacturer must obtain a specific 
license from NRC to distribute his product. That license is not granted until 
NRC's technical reviewer has determined that the safety criteria in the regula
tions are satisfied. 

Ionization type smoke detectors cause occupational exposures to two groups of 
NRC licensees: those licensees that make the detectors and those licensees that 
make the radioactive sources that are used in the detectors. Reports from NRC 
licensees making the-detectors show distribution of 7,400,000 detectors contain
ing a total of 36 curies of Am-241 for the period July l, 1976 to June 30, 1977. 
Staff evaluations show a total (collective) occupational dose for detector 

-manufacturers of about 30 person-rem. An estimate of the risk to a large 
population exposed year after year to a dose of 30 person-rem is the potential 
development of 3 x 10-3 excess fatal cancers per year or 3 in l ,000 years. 
Similar staff evaluations show a total {collective) occupational dose of about 
20 person-rem for manufacturers of the Am-241 sources used in ther7,400,000 
detectors. This exposure rate may be related to a potential for development 
of 2 excess fatal cancers in l ,000 years. · 

Users of Am-241 smoke detectors may receive a total (collective) annual dose of 
about 140 person-rem in normal use. This estimate is based on a detector pop
ulation of 24,000,000 in households and 2,400,000 in commercial or industrial 
buildings. Maximum individual dose corrmitments and collective doses to firemen, 
based on results of fire tests at ORNL, are estimated to be 10 millirem and · 
0.028 person-rem, respectively. The estimated dose (collective) associated 
with all post-fire investigations, clean up and salvage could be about 10 person
rem. 

Am-241 smoke detectors are expected to last 10 years or longer. Accordingly, to 
date it is unlikely that many have been disposed of. To assess the consequences 
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of eventual disposal of worn out detectors by homeowners, the staff assumed an 
equilibrium population of 24,000,000 detectors and an annual disposal of 10% of 
that population. The assessment concludes t.hat Am-241 smoke detectors, when dis
posed of with normal household refuse, do not present a significant risk to man 
or the environment. The underlying assumption leading to this conclusion is that 
the detectors will be dispersed in very large quantities of other household solid 
waste. Also, Am-241 does not readily enter the food chain. 

Recent high temperature fire testing by Oak Ridge National Laboratory of Am-241 
smoke detector sources, either tested separately or in whole smoke detectors, con
sistently produced airborne contamination less than 0.1% of the source. This is 
well within the 1% criterion given in the internationally recognized Nuclear 
Energy Agency standard for smoke detectors. The results of the ORNL tests have 
been used in this report. 
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I. SUMMARY 

Upon review of SECY-78-242 "Proposed Contract Award.of a Study of Consumer 

Products Containing Radioactive Material" the Commission requested the staff 

to prepare, within 30 working days and on the basis of information currently 

available, an analysis of the environmental effects of ionization type smoke 

detectors. This report is in response to that request. 

Within the last 2 or 3 years, ionization type smoke detectors have become 

extensively used in the U.S. During the period of July 1, 1976, to June 30, 

1977, a reported 7,400,000 detectors containing 36 curies of Am-241 were 

distributed. 

The manufacturers of the smoke detectors are licensed by NRC to produce and 

distribute their detectors. The users of the detectors are not subject to· 

any regulatory requirements. At the end of its useful life, in about 10 years, 

the detector is expected to be discarded along with other household and indus-

_trial solid waste. As discussed in this report, this means of disposal does 

not present a significant radiation problem because the quantities of Am-241 

are small, the volume of solid waste is large, plants do not readily assimilate 

Am-241 and humans do not readily assimilate Am-241 when ingested. 

Occupational radiation doses associated with manufacture of the Am-241 sources 

and the smoke detectors containing the sources are estimated to total about 

50 person rem for 1977. Exposure of a population of radiation workers at this 

rate for a period of 1,000 years might cause 5 cancer deaths. Other radiation 
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doses are estimated to total about 200 person rem annually. To develop this 

latter estimate, an equilibrium population of 24,000,000 smoke detectors in 

residences (15% of all residences) and 2,400,000 detectors in industrial use 

was assumed. The detectors used in_ residences were assumed to contain 2 uCi 

of Am-241; industrial detectors were assumed to cont~in 10 uCi of Am-241. A 

detector was assumed to last 10 years. These assumptions are believed to be 

reasonable for the equilibrium population. 

Each year about 7,500 persons die in building fires in the U.S. An estimated 

40% of those.deaths could be prevented by use of smoke detectors. With the 

scenario developed in this report wherein 15% ~fall homes have ionization 

type smoke detectors, an estimated 450 lives would be saved annually. With 

this scenario, use of a greater number of detectors would save more lives. 

The need for smoke detectors is unquestioned. The need for ionization type 

detectors is questioned because there are non-radioactive photoelectric type 

detectors on the market. Technically speaking, there are differences between 

the two types that keep them from being equivalent. The ionization type per• 

farms better on flaming fires than does the photoelectric and on smoldering 

fires the converse is true. By Christmas of 1978 a new 11 photo-ion 11 detector 

will reach the market. It will combine an ionization chamber and a photo• 

electric chamber in a single unit. 
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The prevention of 450 fire deaths indicated above should not be interpreted 

as a statement that the use of only ionization type detectors could achieve 

this prevention. The incrementa1 benefit, in terms of saving of lives, of 

ionization detectors over photoelectric detectors is unknown to the staff. 

At this time the staff knows of no data showing any c1ear overall performance 

advantage of one type over the other with respect to preventing fire deaths. 

The staff notes, however, that a photoelectric type detector tends to cost 

about $5 more than does an ionization type. If a detector lasts 10 years, a 

simple calculation shows it would cost about S.50,000 to save 1 person rem 

from ionization type smoke detectors. 
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II. DESCRIPTION AND USE 

Ionization type smoke detectors use a radioactive source to transform 

the air inside them into a conductor of electric current. A small current 

passes through this "ionized" air. When smoke particles enter the detector, 

they impede the flow of current. Electronic circuitry monitors the current 

reduction and sets off an alarm when the current gets too low. 

Ionization detectors as a type respond particu1 arly we1 l to the 11 smoke 11 

generated by a flaming fire. They require very little current, so they can 

be powered effectively by batteries. A battery-powered detector can be in

sta11ed almost anywhere, since it needs no electrical outlet. And such a 

detector will work even in a power failure.The October 1976 edition of 

Consumer Reports lists its drawbacks: Ionization detectors are typically 

~elatively insensitive to smoke from a smoldering fire. And battery-powered 

models must have their batteries replaced at periodic intervals.(A copy of 

the article from Consumer Reports is attached as Exhibit 11111
.) -·. 

The radioactive material used to 11 ionize 11 the air in the smoke detector 

is usually the radioisotope americium 241 (Am-241) or the radioisotope radium 

226 (Ra-226). Am-241 is a byproduct material and subject to NRC regulations. 

Ra-226 is a naturally occurring radioisotope and is not subject to NRC regu

lations. Although Ra-226 has been extensively used, current Ra-226 smoke 

detector sales are on the order of 1% of the market. Manufacture of Ra-226 

smoke detectors is regulated by some State radiation control programs using 

the recol11Tlendations of NARM Guide #3. NARM Guide .#3 was prepared by a Task 

Force under the Conference of Radiation Control Directors. NRC people served 

as resource persons to the Task Force. NARM Guide #3 applies essentially the 

same standards to Ra-226 smoke detectors as are found in NRC regulations. 
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NRC provisions for Am-241 smoke detectors are ih 10 CFR 30.20 and 10 CFR 

32.26 - 32.29. These regulatory requirements were issued as proposed regulations 

late in 1968 and were issued as effective regulations early in 1969. Section 

10 CFR 30.20 authorizes the user ta possess, use and dispose of the Am-241 smoke 

detectors and not be subject ta any regulatory requirements. Sections 10 CFR 

32.26 - 32.29 contain the requirements for issuance of licenses authorizing the 

manufacture and distribution of Am-241 smoke detectors. Ta obtain a license 

the manufacturer, among other things, is required ta describe fully the radiation 

safety features of his product. The NRC 1 s technical reviewer must determine 
. 

that the submitted information satisfies the ,safety requirements set out in the 

regulations before the license is issued. The NRC regulates the distribution 

of Am-241 smoke detectors in both Agreement States and non-Agreement States. 

It should be noted that NRC .regulations treat only radiation safety aspects 

of the smoke detectors. 

State and local ordinances pertaining ta smoke detectors usually address 

when and where they must be used and what detectors are acceptable from a 

functional standpoint. Detectors usually are required to have the approval of 

a nationally recognized testing laboratory. Most manufacturers have their 

detectors tested by Underwriters Laboratories, Inc. to UL Standard 217. 

Literature directed ta the consumer and distributed by the National Bureau 

of Standards and the National Fire Prevention and Control Administration, 

U.S. Department of Corrmerce advise the consumer; 11The detector you buy should 

be approved by a major testing laboratory such as Underwriters Laboratories, 

Inc. (UL). 11 
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Ionization type smoke detectors have been.used in commercial and indus

trial installations for over 25 years. The first units contained Ra-226. 

About 15 years ago, the first Am-241 units were distributed in the U.S. and 

used under a general license which required controlled disposal. Those units 

contained up to 130 microcuries each of Am-241. Comparable units, because of 

technical advances, now contain less than 1 microcurie of Am-241. 

The residential market for smoke detectors far exceeds the industrial 

mar~et. This has been true for the last 5 years and is expected to continue. 

The residential use of smoke detectors has been vigorously promoted by manu

facturers. The National Fire Prevention and Control Administration, NBS and 

Housing and Urban Development also have promot~d their use in efforts to re

duce fire deaths in the home. 

Smoke detectors are easy to purchase. They are sold in hardware stores, 

drug stores, food stores, department stores, etc. and by enterprising groups 

such as Scouts, civic associations and volunteer fire departments. 

Installation in the home is simple. For a battery operated unit it normally 

requires only a screwdriver and five minutes effort. Instructions for locating 

detectors are widely distributed. Units should be tested monthly by holding 

a lighted match near the detector. Repairs generally consist of replacement of 

the battery about once a year. Many units provide for emitting a warning signal 

near the end-of-life of the battery. Most manufacturers provide al year 

service warranty on their detectors whereby they will be repaired without charge 

if returned to the manufacturer and if the warranty card has been filed with the 

manufacturer. 
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On occasion a particular model smoke detector has deve1oped a particular 

functional problem and undergone "recall." One widely publicized 11recal1 11 

began in January 1977. In this instance, the detector, a 120 VAC-powered unit, 

contained a carbon-composition resistor inadvertently undersized for the power 

it was called upon to dissipate. When the resistor failed, it occasionally 

arced and burned. This, in turn, tended ta ignite a large, paper shield used 

to keep curious fingers out of the electronics. Unfortunately, the paper was 

not flame-proofed and the resulting fire from the paper has, an occasion, re

sulted in flame and/or heat exposure ta the surface upon which the detector 

was installed. Despite efforts by the manufaGturer of the detector,·extensive 

publicity, and strong encouragement by the Consumer Product Safety Commission, 

about half of the 115,000 units involved have not been accounted for. 

Ionization type smoke detectors for the home are estimated ta last about 

10 years. Since most such detectors have been in use less than 3 years, rela

tively few have been disposed of. However, when the detector reaches the end 

of its useful life, it will likely be discarded along with other solid household 

wastes. As discussed later in this report, such action wi11 not cause a safety 

problem. Many detectors carry labels that recommend return to the manufacturer 

for disposal. In view of the inconvenience and cast involved, relatively few 

homeowners are expected to follow this recommendation. 

Some industrially used ionization type smoke detectors may be returned to 

the manufacturers. As explained by one manufacturer, the industrial units are 

usually part of an expensive fire detection and control system which is designed 

to 1ast for the life of the building. And, when the building is to be demolished, 

the detector-system is likely to be returned to the manufacturer for its salvage 

value. 
II - 4 ----------------...:.;i... ...... ----~ 



EXHIBIT 1 

Smoke Detectors 

The 750,000 residential fires each year are responsible for S7 
per cent of U.S. deaths by fire.. Most of those deaths occur 
at night during sleeping hours. and many could be pre
vented if the burning homes had fire-alarm systems to wake 
sleepers before they became victims. A fire.alarm system 
needn't be elaborate; there are now device, priced at about t 
$40 to $60 that should serve well. 

Of course, an alarm is only one aspect of a total program 
of home fire safety, which should indude fire-prevention 
measures, fire extinguishers (for small blazes only, see 
CONSUMEll REPORTS, January 1976). atid the development 
of alternate escape routes from the house in case of fire. In
formation on all of these is available from the National 
Fire Protection Association (470 Atlantic Ave.., Boston. 
Mass. 02210) or your local fire department. 

F°ll'cs have .. signatures"-cltaractcristic ways in which they 
make their presence known. An obvious signature is. of 
<:OUne., heat. Though heat-triggered aJann systems are 
-widely used in industrial .a.Ad commercial buildings. heat is 
one of the poorer signatures on which to base a lifesaving 
system. Smoke reveals the prescnco of fire much sooner 
than heat docs, a fact that makes smoke detectors bette,:
than heat detectors as early-warning devices for homes. 

The devices CU evaluated are .. single-station" unia-inde
pendent boxes that you mount on a ceili.Dg or high on a wall. 
Such units require no special wiring; they a.re plugged into 
an ordinary a-c outlet or are battery-powered. The ones we 
tested are shallow pLutic enclosures that hug the CMJ:1g or 
wall. They're no more obtrusive thao, say, the housing for 
door chimes or a small cei1ing light fixture.. 

HOW THEY WORK 
There are two types of smoke detector commonly used 

in the home; each has its strengths and weaknesses. 

Ionization •t.ecton use a radioactive source to transform 
the air inside them into a conductor of elect:nc current. A 
small current passes through this .. ionized" air. When smoke 
particles enter the detector, IONIZED otrtCTOlt 
they impede the flow of cur- AIR ,,. ..... ~ ~JRCUIT 

re:at. Electronic circuitry moa- /~I ~~ i 
itors the current reduction and ..•... ~ ./ ~ 
sets off an alarm when the f I; •. ::1 \ 
current gets too low. J +;·I 

Ionization detectors as a \""'.'.~-.;I.;. ~ I / 
_./i / type respond particularly well ..V'- -A ~ 

to the "'smoke" generated by a S' 'OK~-,;.:... ~ 
flaming fire. They require very ,,. ' ~ 
little current, so they can be powered effectively by batteries. 
A battery•powered detector ca.a be installed almost any• 
where, since it needs no electrical outlet. And, of course. 
:such a detector will work even in a power failure. The draw
backs: Ioniz:ition Jetectors are typically relatively insensitive 
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to smoke from a smolderinz fire. And battery-powered mod
els must have their batteries replaced at periodic intervals. 

Photoelectric detectors bave a lamp that directs a lia:ht be3Il'l 
into a chamber. The chamber contains a, light-sensitive 
photocell, which is normally tucked out of the way of the 
lamp's direct beam. But when smoke enters the cliam.ber, 
the smoke particles scatter the light beam. The photOGd:I 
now .. sees" the light and. at a preset point, sets off an alarm. 

A typical photoeledrlc de- ~ IIAFfU 
tector is relatively sensitive to 
smoke- from smolderins fires 
but reacts rather slowly to 
flaming fires-about the re-
verse of the ion.iz.ation detec- 1.IGHT 
ton' performance. The photo- souact 
electric: models must be con-
nected to an etcdrical outlet, 
which limits their installation s.,,a.;i,C: 

. possibilities somewhat and renders them inoperative should · 
your power fail for one reason or another. 

DETICTtNG FIRES 
The causes of fires arc: many and varied. They range from 

the slow spontaneous combustion produced by a pile of 
greasy rags to sudden ftares after a lightni.ag strike. Simi
larly, fires grow in a variety of ways. So we had to try out 
our detectors on a number of different kinds of fires, ranging 
from smoldering ones to open blazes. The box on page 557 
descnoes our test methods. 

With a smoke detector, the prime requirement is speed of 
response; a matter of minutes or even seconds can spell the 
dilfcrcacc between entn.pment and escape. In general, our 
tests cocfirmed the reputations of the two deteaor h'pes. 

The ionization detectors, .as a class. responded quickly 
(within about two minutes) to flaring fires that produced 
little or no visible smoke. The photoelectric detectors gener
ally ignored the smokeless blazes for as Iong a.s we allowed 
the tests to run (about 10 minutes). On the other hand, 
photoelectric models sounded the alarm on the smoldering 
fires reason.ably well (in about 20 minutes). The ioniz:ltion 
detectors eventually responded to the smoldering fire,, but 
as a group they responded much later than the photoelectrics 
-an average of some 30 minutes later. 

Both types of detector responded to our two other kinds 
of fire within fairly short intervals of ooe another. 

So much for the general differences between the types. 
The basis of our Ratings lies in the specifics. One pho,o
electric model performed about like another. But there were 
some marked differences amorig the ionization detectors. 

Alone among the ionization models. the G ua.rdion re
sponded consistently and quidcly to a smoldering fire. That 
response makes the Gttardion the most desirable model for 
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I. 

installatiocs that will consist of only one detector. We have 
therefore check-rated it. The Honeywell also turned in a 
commendable performance; it reacted to every test situation, 
though somewhat later than the Guardion did. The captions 
on the facing page show the time range of responses for the 
two types-and for the check-rated Gua:rdion. 

One ionization model, the Master, was conspicuously 
slow. Our two samples responded to the smoldering fire 
ollly once in six tries. The Mastu even did poorly with our 
flaring fire, the type of fire on which the other ionization 
models excelled. A third sample of the Master did ao better. 

FEATURES AND FOIBLES 

Though speed of response is crucial, convenient and ef
fective alarm operation also depends on other factors: 

Checking provisions. All the units respond to some sort of 
check-test meant to assure you that the detector is function
ing. Some models provide ·a test button or lever, others 
recommend that owners blow smoke (from a cigarette or 
snuffed candle,. for example) into the detector. Prudent 
owners wi1l check out their detecton once a. week. 

The minor differences in ease of checking probably de
pend mainly on the habits of the detector's owner and on 
the particular installation. Smokers. for instance, have a 
readier source of smoke than nonsmokers do, so nonsmokers 
will find a test button easier to use. But a button can be 
inconvenient when a detector is mounted on the ceiling or 
high on a wall. An external test button has an advantage 
over an internal one, which requires you to take off the 
dctec:tor's cover (they come off easily). 

Note that lightning can cause voltage to surge in hous~ 
bold e1ectrlcal circuits. The plug..m units should be checked 
for proper operation after a lightning storm to make sure 
that a surge hasn't damaged. the detector. 

Batteries. All the battery-operated models warn you when 
their batteries run low. The warnin& itself is an intermittent 
signal, rather lilce a. hiccup. The alarms will still function 
for a considerable period after the low.battery signals start. 
But it's a good idea to have a r,:pla.ceme:nt battery on hand 
rather than hunt for proper batteries iD the stores later. 

The hunt could be a particularly long one with the G .E. 
Home Sentry, the Kwikset, and the Master, all of which use 
a rather hard-to-find 12.6-volt battery (Mallory 304116), de
signed especially for smoke detec:tors. The BRK Fd the 
S«rn use an 11.2-volt mercury battery that seems to be a 
bit better stocked (it's available, for instance, as Mallory 
TR431 or as Sean $709). The batteries easiest to replace 
are the alkaline ome-volt battery for the Guardian and the 
six A.A alkaline cells for the Smolugard; those are widely 
sold iD many stores, even in supermarkets. 
Battery-function signals. Cool temperatures sometimes cause 
battery voltage to fall. For that reason. you may hear a 
battery-powered detector perversely chirping its .. replace 
battery" signal in the wee hours of the morning. when your 
home bu cooled about as much a.s it's going to. At that 
point. it's quite natura.l to remove the battery, to silence the 
ala.rm. and go back to bed. U you forget to replace the 
battery, your detector will be in no position to proted you. 

Three models provide a useful reminder to replace bat• 
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teries in such situations. The Smokegard has a small light 
that winks when the batteries are in place and working; it 
goes off when batteries are dead, unduly weak. or removed. 
With the G.E. Homl! Semry, a warning flag pops out at the 
first low-battery beep and stays out until you push it back 
into the unit. The Guard/on will also signal wicb. a red flag 
when you remove the battery. The arrangements on the 
Smokegard and the G.£. Hamil Sen.try continue to warn of 
dead batteries even after tbc detector has stopped giving 
its audible signal. That situation could arise if the detector 
had started to signal while you were away on an extended 
vacation. Its manufacturer says that the Guardian will con
tinue its audible %ow-battery warning for 30 days. but CU 
didn't attempt to confirm that by test. 

In plug-in detectors., the equivalent of a dead battery 
is a power failure, blown fuse, or tripped circuit breaker. 
When that happen;.. a pilot light goes off. The photoelectric 
models also sound a pulsating signal if their bulb burns out. 

Alarm sounds. The units ranged in loudness from 82 to 90 
decibels. That's reasonably loud. but not ear-piercing; it 
should be enough to wake most slecpen if the detector is 
located near the bedroom. Unfortunately, a number of mod
els varied in loudness from sample to sample, so we couldn"t 
pinpoint which models might be inherently louder than 
others. The Kwikut has a .pulsating alarm judged likelier 

. than most to awaken a deep sleeper. 
Many of the units gave their first indication of response 

to a smoldering fire by tiny hiceups, or brief activations of 
the alarm. The hiccups increased·in frequency until, after a 
few minutes. the alarm finally became steady. We'd rather 
have the full alarm at the first sign of smoke. 

Nuisance alarms. Smoke detectors can't differentiate friendly 
from deadly fires; a burned hamburger or smoky fireplace 
may alarm them just as much as a. burning house. To avoid 
frequent nuisance alarms, don't install a detector in a kitchen 
or in a room with a fireplace. Furnace rooms aren't a gooc 
idea. either-a zust of wind could cause a small backdraf1 
in your furnace, setting off the alarm. The same goes for 
garages, because of car exhaust. 

CU installed the rather sensitive Guardian in severa: 
homes to check for possible nuisance alarms. And. indeed. 
it did go off now a.ud then in response to smoke from cook• 
ing. even though it had been installed at some distance frorr 
the kitchens. But we believe an alarm that sometimes goe
off when there is no danger is a lot better than one that star 
silent when needed. One can learn to live with a few nuisanc, 
alarms. (It may help to regard them as reassuring. thougr 
umdleduled. tests of the detector.) Fanning the smoke aWll~ 
from the detector will usually silence it quickly. No detecto 
was so prone to nuisance alarms as to invite disconned:ion. 

The Honeywell does come with i.nstruc:tioos that tell user 
haw to reduce the unit's sensitivity to avoid nuisance alarms 
Honeywell- claims that the unit will be sensitive enough fo 
iu purpose even at its lowest setting. We did not check tha 
claim. But since the unit's control altows only a very smal 
adjustment, its sensitivity ought not to be affected mucr 
Maldple hookups. A number of models, named in th 
Ratings. allow you to interconoed from two to five separat 
detecton so that all of the alarms sound when any one o 
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CU1S TESTS: FIRES ON DEMAND . 
Produc:ing fl.res bii enough to simulate those most likely to 
occur at home posed a dlfflcutt problem for a.rs engineers. 
Se> did creating fl.res similar enou&h to each other to serve 
u a basis of fair compari.soa amon1 the models under test. 
Here's how we pnxeeded! 

Our Ant job was to find a room suitable for testing. It 
had to be biJ enough .so that smob would bave to travel 
some dista.nc:e before it ra.thed a detector. to simulate the 
conditions w:i.der which early waraiq can make a difference. 
It abo had to bave a viewina window and be virtually ps-
tisht a.ad draft-me. . 

A sound-film studio used by CU provided near-'ideal co,i,, 
dilioas. We installed an exhaust sy,tem to clear the room. of 
smoke after tests. We abo designed and built a computer
controlled data-acqwsition system that semed wheu each 
alarm went olf. noted the amount of smob present near the 
detector at that time. and corre.lated the results. 

We tested the dete:ton with four kinds of fires. each made 
from different materials: 
1. Strips of newspaper, piled in a wiro-mesh cylinder ( about 
ll inches in diamct.er} to a depth of about a foot and il!lited 
with a match. Thia test simulated a fut blazo relatively fru 
from visible smob (a wutebuket fire. for imtanc:c). 
2... A pyre of three layers of ¾x¾-iuch wood strips laid out 
in a pattern suaested by the National Bureau of Standards. 
Lit by a small pan of alaihol,. the pyre smoldered for a bit, 
crea.ti.ns ample quantities of smoke. After 30 secoads or so, 
the ftames started to grow into a substantial blaze while the 
smoke diminished. Many fires start ud 1ffl)p&gatc that way. 
3. Polyurethano foam-a 9x9xl-inch rec:tangular slab cut 
from c:ushionmg meant for a chair or sofa. Ignited by alcohol, 
the material produced ample amoun.t3 of smoke and .Bame. 
4. Cotton upholstery st:utftns., ignited with an electric: charcoal 
starter. No ffa.me ever appeared in this test. The stuffing 
smoldered. slowly filling our room with choking. slow-moving 

layers of white smoke. This test was our longest; it took well 
over an hour, We c:omidered it a aood simulation of tires that 
result from smokiq in bed. among other things. 

Ea,::h of et.rs test samples (and ~ tested at least two of 
every model) w:iderwent at least three exposures to each of 
our four cla.ssa of tire. 

Nearly ail the detectors either stipulate <:eillng mounting 
or allow. in addition. the option of a wall mow:rt. However. 
two photoelectric models (the Captain Kelly and the Nu-
ton.), insist on wall mountina between 6 and 12 inc.bes from 
the ceiliq. Yet other models that appear identical to the 
Captain Kelly are not so restric:tive. Aa:ordin&.!y. wo fint 

t tested every model on. tho c:eili.na of our test chamber. We 
then telsud on the wan those whose inst.ructions mggest or 
require wall-mounting.. 

Well. the maautacturers wens right-at lea.st wbm it comes 
to smoldering ftres. The two tbat stipulate wail-mounting. and 
all othen that make it an option. went olf fa.stet on the wall 
than 011 the ceiling, in respoaso to our smoldermg fl.re. And 
that despite the fact that the dete<:ter.i were mOUllted about 
ftve feet farther from the sourco of fire. Even the Guard/on., 
almuiy a. speedy responder, responded more quickly when 
mounted on the wall. 

Why? Probably because the smoldcrin1 fl.m produced 
layers of smoke that rose rather slowly. {That slow-rising 
eff~ could be peculiar to our draft-fno room; other rooms 
might distribute unoko differently.} 

In addition to i.ndic::ating dilfereaces amona models and 
typu of detectors, our tests also confirmed the inferiority 
of heat u the bub of an early warning system. Our test room 
has a hcat-triggm:d sprinkler system. and it was much closer 
to our fires than the detectors were. One after another, the 
smoke detectors IOUCded their a.Iarnu. But durillg ail our 
testing. the sprinkler system never went otf. Our fires,. though 
real enough, just didn't produce the n~ beat. 

TYPICAL RESPONSE TIMES FOR FOUR TYPES OF FIRE (excluding unusual cases) 

PHOTOELECTRIC Iii 1.75-11.5 MIN, 2.o-3.0 MIN. 6-30 MIN. 
MOOElS: 

IONIZATlON 0.S-2.0 MIN. 1.50-5.0 MIN. 40-55 MIN. 
MOOSLS: 

l,,,ll'GUAROION: 0.5-0.7 MlN. 2.5-4.0 MIN. 1.5-2.0 MIN. $-25 Miff. 

CONSUMER REPORTS 
15 Mott did not n,:,p,,nd duru,g <:ovru ot Hr• /about 10 ml".)-
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them senses smoke. That could obvious!y provide a much 
earlier warning of a fire in a remote part of the house than 
a single detector. but would require extensive wiring. 

Maintenance. In addition to replacing the batteries in the 
models that use them, there are a few other smalt mainte• 
nance chores to face. With the ionization detectors, a yearly 
vacuuming is often suggested. Three models (the BRK, 
Sean, and Master) require occasional cleaning with alcohol. 

Most of the photoelectric models recommend a yearly 
light brushing or vacuuming of three spongy filters and a 
cleaning of the removable labyrinth through which smoke 
must pass in these models before it reaches the detection 
chamber. In addition, the bulb will have to be replaced when 
it burns out. (All the photoeJectrics come with a spare bulb. 
But others should be easy to find at an electronics store.) 

Insects may pose an additional problem, especially with 
plug•in models, where the warmth of the bulb and internal 
parts acts as an attractanL Periodic checking is advisable. 

RADIOACTlVE? DON'T WORRY 
Ionization detectors contain a small amount of radio-
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active material to ionize the air in their detection chambe 
so that the air will conduct electricity. We checked the SL: 

face of each assembled unit with a Geiger counter and cou 
not detect any radiation beyond ordinary background ra{ 
ation. Nonetheless. it's wise to keep these detectors out , 
the reach of cbildreo. The ordinary mounting location of 
smoke detector, on the ceiling or high on a wal1. sbou 
easily serve that purpose. 

The units all detail standard warnings, intended to e 
courage correct disposal procedures. Those procedures ge 
erally call for returning the unit to the manufacturer. Whe 
this is not possible (if the manufacturer has gone out 
business. for example), turn the unit in to your local fi 
department. If this is not convenient for some reason, wri 
to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washingtc 
D.C. 20555, for advice. 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
There's no clear answer to the question of whether t 

photoelectric or ionization detector represents a better c 
for safety in the home. By and large, our tests confirm t 

As the Recommendations section of the accompanying report 
note:!, CU suggests a system made up of one ionization and 

. one photoelectric detector. Wbere you put them depends on 
the layout of your house. 

One detector should be placed on the ceiling ot a corridor 
or hallway just outside the bedroom doors. In that position. 
it will be most readily heard during the sleeping houn wh.en. 
most tires break out. That detector should be an ioni.zatiOD 
model, because of its sensitivity to quick-burning fires in 
which the smoke rises qukk.ly and moves along the ceiling.. 

The second detector should be a photoelectric device. In 
a two-level house. put it downstairs in the general living 
quarters-if po!SSible, close to the stairway leading to the 
sleeping quarters. though not in the kitchen. In single-level 
homes, the second detector can be put some distance away 
from the bedrooms and toward the living quarters--down the 
corridor from the bedrooms, for instance. It should be wall~ 
mounted no closer than six iru::hes nor fart.her th.an 12 inches 
from the ceiling and away from a corner. Make sure you pll.li 
the detector into an outlet that's "'live" all the time. not into 
one operated by a wall swit.c:h. 

Thoso wbo insist on smocng in bed face the special prob
lem of a .fire that can start in the bed itself. In that special 
case, CU recommends installation of an extra detector, pref• 
erably the ·check•rated Guardion, directly over the bed. It 
will respond quickly enough to a smoldering fire or even a 
ffa.re..up to alert or wake the smoker. (True, it may also 
respond to the smoker's own smoke now and then. but that 
might discourage the dangerous habit of smoking in bed.) 

Virtually all the instructiom with the detectors state that 
bedroom doors are best closed for safety, to slow tbe progress 
of hot gases and smoke, extending the occupants' chance to 
escape. B.ut a recent study for the National Bureau of Stan• 
da.rds notes that such traditional rea.soniog is que:stionablc 
if you install a smoke detector. An open door lets sleepers 
bear the alarm more easily, affording extra time for escape. 
And s.bould a fire start in a bedroom itself. tbe detector will 
respond more quickly if the door is open and will alert other 
oc,:upants of the hol.lS4 faster. 
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strengths and weaknesses of each. Statistically, smoky fires 
cause the greatest number of deaths. and photoelectric mod
els reacted to smoldering fire faster than ionization models 
did. But home furnishings that burn with an open ftame also 
cauae great damage. a.nd ionization models are more likely 
to react fa.st to that sort of fire. 

We therefore believe that a good system would consist of 
at least two smoke detectors-one plug-in photoelectric de
tector aod one battery-operated ionization detector. The dif
fering sensitivities of the two types supplement eadi other 
nicely. And each provides backup protection agaimt failure 
of the other as well as an additional alarm. 

If we had to limit ourselves to a single detector. the 

Listed by type. Within type, listed except as DOW In order of 
estimated onnD quality baled maiDly ca speed ol. respcme ID 
CU'.s tests. Dlmenslou are rouaded to 1ltanllt ¼ m. All a-c 
powered detectors ban a pilot light that IOU out dmbta a power 
failure. All battery-powered detecton emit a Npeatfq c;lga.aJ 
when batterHs should be replaced. MOIID.tml loc:at.fom md 
maintenance recommendadoo., are • stated by tb.t maaufac
turen. Prlc:es an list, romaded to ~ doDar; ~ti are 
often anilable. All modeh wen Joqed A~ 

IONIZATION DETECTORS 
,~CUARDIQM Flt (Pyr-A-1.Jnn, Inc., Cedar Knolls, NJ.), $50. 2 In. deep, 
r- 7 in. iri aiameter. Pawtred by one 9-fflt alblin1 battery. Rad flac 

pops out if battery is remaved. Te11t p.roctdlll't: Blow ,mcu into unit 
For ceillna or wall mounting. Mii11taM11Ce: No stated l'Kommendatlans 
(but CU $11Uests periodi<: vacuuming). 

IIOHEYWW. TC49A-1187 (Honeywell, Inc., MIMeapalis), appraL $40. 2½ 
in. deep, 61/• in. in diameter. A-4:. pllWfflld; lint cord {accessa,y kit 
1901!12A) 8 ft, 2 in. long or cu be willd dln!Ctly to GUtlet box. 
Test procedure: Blow sma" into 1111it. for ctllin1 or wall mounting. 
Malntenane'e: Vacuum clean cnce a year. User can adjust switi¥ity [see 
story). Up ta 3 units ean be inten:annected. 

• The following detectorr were judged apprcrimauly equal in 
1Wf!rall quality. Listed alplu:u:,etically. 

an SS74R (BltK Electronics Div,. Pittwly Corp., Allron. 111.), $50. 2 in. 
deep, 7 in. in diameter. Powered by one 11.2-¥olt men:ury !lattary •. Test 
procedure: Blow smoke into unit. Cailln1 m0W1tin1 preftued. Main
tenance, Clean chamber Y11ith cGtton swab .and rubbina ah:Cll'loi once a 
year or after a fire. 

nil! AL!RT RS!l117L/l17AL (Fenwal Div .. Walter Kldde & Co., Ashland, 
Mass.}, $45. 21/• in. deep, 6 in. In dlametlf'. A-4:. powered. Test procedure, 
Blew smolce into Wlit FOf' ceilin1 or wall mountina. Mailrt!nance: Vacuum 
dean once a year. 

U. HOM! UHTlff 82014'01 (General !lec:trlc Co., Bridgeport, Conn.). $55. 
l¼ in. deep, 6¼ in. lon1, 6½ in. wide. Powtred by ane 12.6-Yolt 
mercury battery. In addition to audible, low-batter, wuning, has a 
"Re11lace Battery" ll.1g; flaa: cannot be re,et if unit contains no batt.ery. 
Test provision, E.:ctemal button. eamn, mounti111 preferred. Maintf
nance, vacuum clean periodically. 

KWIIS£T lit 1 355 (l<wikset Sales & Service Co., Anaheim, Calif.], $63, 1 ¼ in. 
deep, 6 in. ill diameter. Powered by one 12.6-voit mercury battery. Alarm 
consists ;;;t pulsating blasts, judged advantage0\1$ fat hea11Y sleepers. 
Test procedure, Stow smoke inta unit. Ceiling mounting preferred. Main
tenam:e: vacuum clean l!friodicaily. 

SEARS CaL Ho. 57073 (Sears, Roebuck}, apwox. $43. 2 in. deep, 7 in. in 
diamtt!f. Powe~ed by one 11.2-volt men:ury battery. Te.st procedtJre, 
Blow ,mo.e m:o unit. Ceilin( mO!llltil'li preferred. Maintenance, Clean 
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battery-powered Guardion FBI. at $50, is the clear :lint 
choice. It was unique among the ionization models in its 
rapid response to both flaming and smoldering fires. The 
Guardion FBl is also the b~t of the tested ionization models 
for systems consisting of two or more detectors. As a second 
choice, for those who prefer a plug-in rather than a battery 
unit, the Honrywt!ll also responded to all the test fires, albeit 
more slowly to smoldering fires than the Gua.rdion. 

The choice among the photoelectric models is not as clear
cut, since all worked well in CU's tests. But note that their 
list price:, range from $40 to $60. We suggest you price-shop 
a bit, since discounts may well be available,, and sciea the 
cheapest tested model you can find. 

chamber with cotton swab and rubbing a!cchol on« a year ot after a ffra.. · 
This model is not Hsted in the c11TTent c.ataloa but may be nail.able ill 
sane Seau retail stocn. 

SMQIIWAD 800.\ (Statilrol Corp., I.Jkewood, Calo.), $55. 2¾ in. delt9. . 
6 in, Ion(, 6 in. wide. Powered by $ix l.S.vclt AA alkaline batteries.. 
Pulsinc pilot light indlcatts batteries ue installed and functionini, 
Test proclldurt: Blow smQke into unit. For c1ilin1 mountin1 only. Main
tlnance: Vacuum clean once a year or when changina batteries. 

• Tht! followi11g made! was slow1:r in response thtm any other 
detector, 

IUSTtl 2551 (M~ter leek CG., Milwaukee), $60. 2 in_ deep, 5 In. lonr. 
5 in. wide. Pawelld by one 12.6-¥ott mercury battery. Tut provWoo: 
E'ltlmal butt011. For ceilin1 or wall mountine,. Maint111ance; Clean 
chamber with cotton swab and rubbing alcohol after lone same, or 
wt:en check with test button indicates need. 

PHOTOELECTRIC DETECTORS 
• The followin1 detectors, all a-c powered, were judged ap
prorimtJte{y equal in overall quality. Listed alphabetically. 

CAPTAllt KW.Y PS1112 (Gillette Co., Boston), $40. 21/4 in. deep, 6¼ in. ill 
diameter. Test pravisi011: Internal lever (cover twists off easily). For 
wall mountinlf only. Maintenance, Vacuum clean fflter. Ao:ordiq to th• 
company, this moot! has been discontinued but may still be available 
in some stores. 

NUTIJN£ S18t (Nutcne Division, S,ovill Mfg. Co., Cincinnati). $50. 21/• in, 
deep, 5½ in. 10111, 6½ in. ~ide. Test provision, External lewr or blow 
smoke into unit for wall mounting only. Maintenance, Filters require 
cleaning: no time interval mention~. AGcording to the ,ompany, U'lil 
model has been discontinued. 

PYROTECTOI 3004 (Pyrotector, lr.c., Hinitiam, Mass.I, approx. $45. 2 In. 
deep, 61/, In. lonr, 61/4 i11. wide. Test procedure, Blow smolle into unit 
fot ceili111 or wall m011nting_ Maintenance, Na stated recQfflmendations. 

RtTTtNHOUSf S7670 (Rittenho11$e Div., Emerson Electric: Co., Honeaye F!llS. 
N.Y.), $45. 2¼ in. dee11, 6¼ in. in diameter. Test provision: Intimal 
le~er (ewer twists off easily). For C?ilin!I or wall mountinr. Maintenance, 
c:un filters with brush att vacuum when bulb fails. Also availabht as 
model S7&71, same ptice, equipped for interconneetion. 

WtSTIHSl!OUU TOO-I (Westinghouse Security System$ Inc;, Pittsburgh), $50. 
21/4 In. deep, 6¼ in_ in diameter. Test provision, Internal lever {covtr 
twists aff easily). For ceiling ar wall moontlnf. Maintenance, Clean filtef'S 
with ~rush or vacuum when buib fairs. Afsa available as model 100.2, 
same price, eQuipQed for intercannecti on. 

WHITE RODGERS 508JA-1 (White Rodgers Div., Eme~on electric Co., St. 
Louis), $47. 21/4 in. deep, 61/,. in. in diameter. Test pcOYision, !nterital 
lever (cover twists off easily). For ceiling or wall mounting". Maintenance, 
Clean filters with brush or vacuum wnerr bull> fails. Also available es 
model 50834-2, same pcice, equipped for interconnection. 
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EXHIBIT 2 

§ 30.20 C:is and aerosol detectors con
taining bypro4uct material. 

(a) Except for pcr::or.s who manu
facture, proces.~, ;noduce, or inici:illr 
tr:rnsfer for s:..le er distribution"' gas and 

aerosol detectors .:ontaining byproduct 
materfal, * any person is exempt from rhl'.' 
requirements for a license set forrh in 
section 81 of the Act and from the 
.regulations in Parts :o and 30-35• of thi.; 
chapter to the exc;:nt that s:.ich person 
receives, possesses, uses, transit1."5,"' owns. 
or acquirts byproduct materiai L"l gas and 
aerosol detectors de~ig:ied to protect life 
or prop~rty from fires and airborne 
hazards, and mam.1factured, processed, 

.produced, or initially* transferred in 
accordance with a specific lic~nse issued 
pursuant to. § 32.26 of ·this chapter 

.which license authorizes the initial' 
tr.rnsfer of the product for use under this 
section. 

(b) Any person who desires to manu
facture, process, or produce gas. and 
aerosol detectors containing byproduct 
.material, or to initially" transfo: such 
produ::ts for use pursuant to paragraph 
(a) of this section, should appiy for :i. 

license pursuant to § 32.26'. of this 
chapter, which license st:.tes th:it che 
prod11ct may be i.nitia!ly * transferred by 
the licensee co persons extmpt from the 
regulations pursuant to paragnph (:i) of 
this section or equivo.lent regulations of 
Jn Agreement State. 
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§ 3'2 _ 1 6 Ga.<1 md · :ierosol d~tectors 
c:oataining byproduct material: re
quirements tor licenH to manufact11,_re, 
process.. produce. or initially• transfer. 

An application .for :i. specillc license to 
manufacture, process. or produce gas and ... 
aerosol detectors containing byproducg 
material and designed to protect life or 
property from rll'es and airborne hazards. . 
ot to initially* transfer some products for 
use pursuant to § 30.:.0 of this chapter 
or equivalent regulations of an Agreement 
State, will be approved if: 

(a) The applicant satisfies the general 
requirements specified in § 30.33 of this 
chapter: Provided, however, That the 
requirements of § § 30.33(a) (2) and (3) 
do not apply to an application for a 
license to transfer byproduct material in 
gas and aerosol detecton manufacrured, 
processed or produced pursuant to a 
license issued by an Agreement Stace. 

(b) The applicant submits sufficient 
infonnation relating to the design, manu
facture, i)rototype testing, quality control 
procedures, labeling or marking. and 
conditions of handling, storage, use, and 
disposal ,Jf the gas and aerosol detector co 
demonstrate that the ;,reduct will meet 
the safety criteria set forth in § 32.2i. 
Th~ information should include: 

(1) A description of the ;,reduct and 
its intended use or uses; 

(2) T:1.e type and quantity of by
product material in each unit; 

(3) Chemical and physical form of the 
byproduct material in the product and 
changes in chemical and physical fonn 
that may occur during the useful life of 
the product; 

(4) Solubility in water and body 
nuids of the forms of the byproduct 
material identified in subpa.rag:raphs (3) 
and {12} ,:,f this paragraph; 

(S) Details oi construction and design 
of the product as related to containment 
and shielding of the byproduct material 
and other safety features under normal 
and severe condltions of handling. stor
age, use, and disposal oi the product; 

(6) Maximum external radiation levels 
at S and 25 centimeters from any 
external 3urface of rhe ;,reduct. averaged 
over an area not to exceed l O sq1.1are 
centimeters, and the method of measure
ment; 

EXHIBIT 2 

(7) Degree of access of human beings 
to the product during normal handling 
and use; 

(8) Total quantity of byproduct ma
terial expected to be distributed in the 
product annually; 

(9) The expected useful life of the 
product; 

(10) The proposed method of labeli."lg · 
or marking each unit. with identification 

· of the manufacturer or initial transferor• 
of the product and the byproduct ma
terial in the product; 

(11) Procedures for prototype testing 
of the product to demonstrate the effec
tiveness of the containment. shielding, 

· and other safety features under both 
normal and severe conditions of handling, 
storage, use, and disposal of the product. 

(12} Results of the prototype testing 
of t.b.e product, including any change in 
the form of the byproduct material 
conUined in the product. the extent to 
which the byproduct material may be 
released to the environment, any increase 
in external radlation levels, and any other 
changes in safery features; 

(13) The estimated external radiation 
doses and dose commitments relevant to 
the safety criteria in § 32.27 and the 
basis f'or such estimates; 

(14) A determination that the 
probabilities with respect to the doses 
referred to in § 32.2i(c) meet fae criteria 
of that paragraph; 

(I 5) Quality control procedures to be 
followed in the fabrication or production 
lots of the product and the quality 
control standards the product will. be 
required to meet; and 

( 16) Any additional information, 
including experimental studies and tests, 
required by the Commission. 
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§ Jl.17 Same: ,afety criteriL 

An applicant for a license under 
§ 32.26 shall demonstrate that the 
product is designed and will be manufac
tllred so that: 

(a) ?:n normal use and disposal of a 
single exempt unit. and in normal 
handling and storage of the quantities of 
exempt units likely to accumulate in one 
location during marketing. distribution. 
installation. and ser,icing of the product. 
it is unlikely that the external radiation 
dose in any one year, or the dose commit· 
menc resulting from the intake of radio
active material in any one year, to a 
suitable sample of the group of indi
viduais expected to be most highly 
exposed to radiation or radioacfr1e ma
terial from the product will exceed the 
dose to the appropriate organs as 
specified in Column [ of the cable in 
§ 32.28. 

(b) It is unlikely that there will be a 
significant reduction i.n t!i-e effectiveness 
of the containment, shielding. or other 
safery !earures of the product from wear 

1 and abuse likely to occur in normal 
handling and use of the i;,roduct during its 
useful life. 

(c) In use and disposal of a single 
exempt unit, and in handling and storage 
of the quantities of exempt units likely to 
accumulate in one location du~ .... ,g 
marketing, distribution, installation, and 
servicing of the ;,reduct, the probability 
is low that the containment, sr.ielding, or 
other safety features of t.'le product 
would fail under such circumstances that 
a person would receive an ex.ternal radia
tion dose or dose commitment in excess 
of the dose to the appropriate organ JS 

specified in Column II of the table in 
§ 32.28, and the probability is negl.ig:iblt 
that a person would receive an external 
radiation dose or dose commitment L, 
excess of the dose to the appropriate 
organ as specified i., Cotur:m III of the 
table in § 32.28. 1 

i It is th• intent o( this in,ngr:1pll that u :he 
m•cnit1.1de of the potential d<l$e incre:i.ses above 
tbat pttmitted under norma! c0nctition3, fh11 

probability that any indiv1dua.l will receive such 
a dose miut decre3.Y', The ;,robabiliti04 have 
been .npreuad in senenJ terms to empllauz:e 
Iii• a9pro.:imate n1rura o( :lie <tStim:uei which 
an to be made. The follow'ing va.luc:i may be 
uud u pide• in eiicimating compliance with 
tne criteria: 

Low-not more thin l 1uch failure per year 
(or each I 0.000 exempt 1.1ni1s distnbuted. 

!'l'elfieible-not more than I st.ich failure per 
yev for each t million u:empc 1.1n1u 
diunbuted. 



§ 32.28 Same: table of organ doses. 

Column 
Pvt of body t 

(rem) 

Whole body; head 
and trunk; active 
blood-Eonning organs; 
1onads; or lens of eye --- 0.005 

Hands and fore:mns; 
feet a.nd ankles; local-
i%ed areas of. ski..'1 aver• 
aged over areas 110 

larger than 1 square 
centimer --------- 0.075 

'Other organs- - 0.015 
' 

Column Co1umn 
II III 

(rem) (tem) 

o.s IS 

1.S 200 
1.5 2Q 

EXHIBIT 2 

§ 32.19 Conditions or licenses is.,ued 
under § 32.26: quality control. 
labelina, and reporu of• transfers. 

Eaclt person licensed under § 32.26 
shall: 

(a) Carry out adequate control 
procedures in the manufacture of the 
product to assure that each production 
lot meets the quality control standards 
approved by the Commission; 

(b) Label or mark each unit so that 
·the manufacturer or initial transferor• of 
the product and the byproduct material 
in the product can be identified; and 
provide such other information with each 
unit as may be required by the 
Commission. including disposal 
instructions when appropriate; and 

(c) File an annual report with the 
Director of Nuclear ~iaterial Safety 1nd 
Safeguards, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission. Washington, D.C. 10555, 
with a copy to the appropriate NRC 
Regional Office Usted in Appendix D of 
Part 20 'of this chapter. T which shall 
include the following information on 
.products• transferred to other persons. 
for use t1nder § 30.ZO of this chapter or 
equivalent regu.l:ltions of .in Agreement 
State: ( l) A description or identification 
.of the type of each product;• (2)'for each 
radionuclide in each type of product, the 
.total quantity of the radionuclide;• and 
(3) the number of units of each type of 
product• during the reporting period. If 
tto• transfer of byproduct material have 
been made pursuant to § 32.!6 during 
the reporting period, the report shall so 
indicate. The report shall cover the year 
ending June 30, and shall be filed within 
30 days thereafter. 
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I I I. MARKET FOR SMOKE OETECTORS 

August 8, 1978, President Carter designated October 8-14, 1978, as 

. FIRE PREVENTION WEEK. In his proclamation, he states: 

11Fire causes more loss of life and property in the United States than 

all other natural disasters combined. In the home, fire is the second 

most frequent cause of accidental death. Volunteer and professional 

firefighters bear a disproportionate burden of the human costs of fire; 

firefighting is still America's most hazardous profession. 

Every year in this decade 7,500 U.S. citizens have died, 310,000 have 

been injured and more than $4 billion worth of personal .Property has 

been destroyed. America's fire incidents, casualties, and dollar loss 

per capita are among the very highest in the industrialized world. 

Because fire deaths roost often occur in homes, I call upon American 

families and other property owners to install smoke detectors, ••• 11 

In the National Bureau of Standards 1 publication NBS Technical Note 839, 

"Fire Detection: The State-of-the-Art," it is stated that 11 
••• When the costs 

of burn treatment, productivity loss, insurance operations and fire department 

operations are added to the direct fire loss figures the total cost of fire 

approaches 11 .4 billion dollars. Any fire, no matter how large it may become, 

begins as a small fire. 

are easily controlled. 

In its earliest stages most fires are innocuous and 

.•• The earlier in its history of development that a 

fire can be detected, the better are the chances of escape for those persons 

I II - 1 ___________ .;._ __________ _ 



in potential danger and the sooner suppression methods can be brought to bear 

on the fire. The purpose of detection is two-fold, it can reduce life loss 

and it can reduce property loss. Where human lives are at risk, time becomes 

an important factor ••.• Appropriately selected and properly installed, fire 

detection devices can have a major effect on losses of 1 ife." 

A frequently quoted Canadian study of the circums~ances surrounding 342 

dwelling fire deaths in Ontario, Canada indicates that the use of smoke detec

tion devices could result in a 41 percent saving of life. Other studies suggest 

ev~n a higher saving of life could be achieved with smoke detectors. 

Many state and local regulatory bodies now have building codes that re

quire the use of smoke detectors in dwellings. Attached as Exhibit 11 211 is a 

copy of the Montgomery County, Maryland regulation for smoke detection. 

Throughout the U.S. there are somewhere between 8,500 and 14,000 building 

codes. Nearly all of these code jurisdictions subscribe to a model code and 

there are essentially four of these in the U.S. During about:tile 1ast 7 

years, all 4 of the model codes have picked up the concept of requiring 

a smoke detector in every new unit of housing. Many of the local regulations, 

for example the Montgomery County regulation that became effective July 1, 1978, 

require srooke detectors in both new and existing occupied dwelling units. 

The above mentioned state and local regulations have created a 11mandatory 11 

market. There also has developed within the past 3 or 4 years a 11voluntary 11 

market for residential smoke detectors. It is reported that when one major 

detector manufacturer entered the market in 1976, it spent $2.5 million on 

network television advertisements its first year. That advertising campaign 
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helped the distribution rat~ for smoke detectors to jump from several hundred 

thousand annually to several mi11ion annually. 

Distribution Rates and Number of Distributors 

In November, 1968 the Atomic Energy Corrmission published its proposed 

exemption for smoke detectors containing byproduct material (Am-241, etc.). 

At that time, there ~ere an estimated 150,000 ionization type smoke detectors 

in use. About 90,000 of those units contained radiwn, the remainder, Am-241. 

In August, 1978 there is estimated to be on the order of 20,000,000 Am-241 

smoke detectors in use, on the order of 1 or 2 mi11ion radium units and a few 

tens of thousands Ni-63 units in use. Relati¥e1y few radium units are still 

distributed; Am-241 has almost completely replaced radium in units now manu

factured. The table below shows the growth in number of persons specifically 

licensed by NRC (AEC) to distribute, the number of units and millicuries of 

Am-241 distributed during the reporting year, and the rapid decline in the 

average amount of Am-241 per unit. The staff does not have good data on the 

number of photoelectric detectors distributed, although an NBS spokesman re

cently estimated that about 95% of the smoke detectors now going to the resi

dential market are ionization type. 

It may be noted that initially the ionization type smoke detectors were 

distributed for the industrial and coll'ITlercia1 market. The domestic (dwelling 

place) market has developed only within the past 3 or 4 years. An NBS spokesman 

recently estimated that by the end of 1977, the annual rate of production of 

domestic detectors was somewhere around 10 million units per year. He spec

ulated that the market would continue to absorb some 10 to 12 million domestic 

smoke detectors for the next two or three years before the demand slackens. 
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Attached as Exhibit 11311 is a list of NRC specific licensees that were 

authorized as of July 12, 1978, to distribute snx::,ke detectors. 

DISTRIBUTION OF SMOKE DETECTORS CONTAINING Am-241 

Year * Ii Licensees Units Mi 11 i- Microcuries 
Reporting curies ave. per unit 

1970 1 50,000 4,692 94 

1971 a 65,371 5,515.760 79 

1972 3 120,859 8,367.859 69 

1973 4 254,454 11 , 111 .284 43.7 

1974 6 386,596 9,156.776 23.7 

1975 9 690,533 10,779.028 15 .6 

1976 10 3,208,063 19,756.253 6 .15 

1977 18 7,379,646 35,931.455 4.87 

1978 ,lrl: 

12,155,522 105,310.41 11.5 

*A 11 1970 11 report year covers the period of July 1, 1969, to June 30, 1970. 

** On July 12, 1978, there were 48 licensees. 11 of those licenses were 

issued in calendar year 1978 and thus the holders of those licenses are un

likely to have achieved significant production and distribution. However, 

1978 reports now being filed by the licensees and reviewed by the staff are 

expected to show a significant increase in the number of units distributed 

and a further reduction in the average number of microcuries per unit. 
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EXHIBIT l 

INVEST 
IN 

YOUR 
FAMILY'S 

FUTURE 
Model 
FB-1 

SALE!. 

GUA.QDO@~ 
BATTERY 

POWl!RED 
flRl5 $6) 199 

AtlD SlilC:<f - £:I 
DEYECTOR Mfr. List 39.95. 

11 .. G!JAIIOION·M- FS.I ..;11,.,_,.;.. di hM ··-· .. , .. !if., ... ~ lh<t -· io<lpi
.. ,_ ,1,. Mfof• rNf• it ,,.tib~ s,moiut !If' fioftM Of' l'>OflC-tOtM• hNI, TI,e eon.a••• U'IO~ ;on,. 
1<2fM rwo ~.c;Mtfl onrd' -~ ..,,<• JhQtioft.ia1.e, ftltw,ng ~ ~,. 'Whofn~ 
of contbtAtiorirl -,.tttl' the UtCIMt,i,.H. the1 ~ ,+wt ffo-# °' '°"'• llti1 ~" t+. lito,. f!lli <wttC'ftl 

i.,......, .... ~-........ ·--.i,.1,...., '"'""" ........... ""°"II"" !;,,lei •lfecl•-
...... (ff'I). n., l'l-1 lP"ft,.... bolh -ti- ••>PO- -.I --,...... . 

llATED #1 BY LEADING CONSUMER LABORATOllT 

t.JEW LO\'I PRICE 
sor.!SC SIRENS 

SA10KE ALARM 
Unique warning 1iren can be heard above all major! 
bronds •.. combined. . . . 

. Warns of fire_b.l'ote y0<.1 can smell smoke or u,• flames. 
Operates on only one 9v battery {ine~pensive, .easily avoiloble) 
(naw unit is working properly - · 
•Rec light flashfl WMfl vnit is properly powMed; O<IO'ible "trunk 
$0Utlds when battety i1 ..-eok. · 
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-"PHOTO
ELECTRIC" 
!ilesAJarm 

0ivision of EIJeiwo, Inc. 

• Elldulive sen1ilivily odiu&tment. 
• Oucl ioni:ct:on d-,ar.,b<tr. 
• D~tec•• all 4 srcges of lire. 
• lorgut push-lo-hilt disc. 
• 30 day low battery alonn. 
• Includes 9 volt baNery. 
• Solid slate electronic,. 
• Fo11 installation. 

-SMOKE D5TC:Cil0N 
ALARMS 

Battery. C?erated Model 
Con be u1ed anywhere, homes, apciriments, mobile homes, even in boa!$ 
ond CQmpe,,l lncl<,de 9-volt alkaline battery with on opprorimale life of I 
yeor. Lo-cost replacement battery is readily ovaiiobie at grocery, hard
ware, discount, electronic supply, or drug slare . .A. lroubI.-alorm (intermi
ter,t beeping) 1i9nal1 when balh1ry needs re;:,:ocing. 

Mfr. List . - .s24 9 9 
$49.95 



EXHIBIT 2 

Smoke Detection 
• .\. REQClIREMENT: It shall be the responsibility of the 

owner ol each new and existing occupied dwelling unit to 
install smoke detectors in each such dwelling unit as herein• 
after provided. Said smoke detectors shall be c:ipable ol 
senai111 visible or invisible particles of combustion and pro
vidini a suitable audible alatm thereof; further, they shall be 
installed by July l, 1978, in the manner hereina!ter provided 
(unle111 any other pl"Ovision of County, State or Federal law 
shall require installation before that date). Failure to install 
smoke detectors as and where required by iaid date will ,;ub
jeet the property owner to the penalties set fortll in Section 
22·22 of the .Fire Safety Code of :4ontgomery County. 

B. LOCATION: (1) At least one $moke detector shall be 
installed to protect each sleeping area. A ;;Jeeping area is de
fined a.s the area or areas of the family living •.tnit in which the 
bedrooms (or sleeping rooms) are located. Where bedroomi or 
rooms. ordinarily used for 31eeping are separated by other-use 
areas (such :is kitchens or living rooms, but not bathrooms or 
closets). they sh.all be considered as separate sleeping areas for 
the pu.rposes of this section. 

( :?) At least one smoke detector shall be 
installed at the head (top) o{ each stairway leading up to an 
occupied area in such :a manner as to assure that rising smoke 
is not obstructed in reaching the detector and the, detector 
intercepc.s'rising smoke before it reaches the sleeping area. 

C. ALTE&'IATIVE: As an alternative to self-contained 
smoke dececcors, an approved fire dete<:tion system may be 
installed. Each fl.re detection system must be individually 
approved and a permit issued therefore by the Department of 
Fire and Rescue Services. 

D. EQUIPMENT: All devices, combinations of devices. 
and equipment required herein are to be in.stalled in confonn• 
ance with the Building Code and this section, and approved 
by the :\4oncgomery County Department of Fire and Rescue 
Services and listed by said Department for the purposes for 
which they are intended: said list may be subsequently amend
ed by the Deparcment of Fire and Rescue Services as neces· 
sary. Such approval shall be permanent unless the Director 
subsequently finds that the equipment is hazardous or un• 
reliable,. in which ca:ie. the Oire<:tor may suspend or revoke 
approval. The Director may in any such case determine 
whether replacement of existing installation shall be required. 
Transfer to the inactive !i.it shall no, affect equipmeot ap
pro'ial. 

E. INSTALLATION: In new residential dwellings, smoke 
deteetors shall be wired- directly (hard•wired) to the building's 
power mpply. In existing dwellings within multi-family build· 
ings oC ten units or more, the detectors 3hali meet the multi• 
family building power rource requirements of St.ate law, or 
in the absence of State law, the requirements hereunder 
ec:vering ocher 11xistina dwellings. I~ other existini dwellings, 
it is preferred that smoke detectors be wired directly to the 
power supply, however, said debictors may be powered by 
self·monitored battery or operated in a plug-in outlet which 
is fitted with a plug restrainer device, provided the outlet is 
not controlled by any switch other than the main power 
supply. 

F. CERTlFICAT!ON .4.T CHANGE IN OCCUPANCY: 
After July l, 1973, at every change of occupancy of eveey 
dwelling unit occasioned by or incidental to a sale, lea.<! or 
rub•lease of said unit, it shall be the duty of the gran,or there
of (i.e., the seller, lessor or sub•lessor, as the ease may be) ;;o 
certify, before occupancy, to the new occupant that all smoke 
detectors as required by this section ( or other applicable laws) 
are installed and in proper working condition. Failure to 
comply with chis subsection shall be punishable as ~t forth 
herein; pro"7ided, however, that this subsection shalt not be 
construed to vitiate or render void any contract, lease o.r sub
lease subject httreto. 

G. PER.WITS .4.HD FEES: No smoke detector or alterna• 
tive system ihall be directly connected (permantly wired) to 
the electrical, system of the 3tnlcl:Ure unless an electrical per
mit shall have tirst been obtained from the Department of 
Environmental Protection or the municipal electrical ;,ermit 
authority having jurisdiction. The County Executive is hereby 
authorized to adopt a {ee schedule for the .issuance o( said 
permit which shall no~ exceed the cost ol adminiscracion of 
this section: further, the County Executive is authorized to 
waiH, partially or wholly, the fee requirement at his di.seres• 
tion, or to issue multiple permits under the payment of a 
single fee. 

H. SUPPLEMENTAL ST.4.iVD.iRDS: This section is in• 
tended to be used with and $Upplemented by the applicable 
provision.s of thtt :-.lational Fire Protection Association Stand· 
a.rds 72·E and i 4-, 197 -1- Editions. which are hereby incor;:io
rated berein; however, it there shall be any cont1ict between 
this statute and the said supplemental standards, this statute 
and any rules and regulations adopted pursuant thereto shall 
prevail. 

.VOTE: To reduce printing costs. title co the bill and certain 
other non-essential items have been deleted from this reprinc. 
This bill was signed into law oy the County Executive an 
September H. 1976. 

The National Fire Protection Association's pamphlet ;;r74, ·•Household Fire Warning Equipment," contains detailed 
information on smoke detectors. To get a copy, send $1.00 to the Association at 470 Atlantic Ave., 

Boston, Massachusetts 12210. 

The Montgomery County Department of Fire and Rescue Services does not recommend specific manufacturers of 
smoke detectors, but does maintain a list of approved models. 

To fL"ld out if a smoke detector you are considering is on the approved list, or if you have other questions, call 
the Division of Fire Prevention at -4:68-4153 or your local fire station (listed in the C & P phone directory) 

~~~ 

',6 ~. .._.~ 
~ 

Department of Fire• Rescue Services 
Division oi Fire Prevention 

Montgomery County, Maryland 



Smoke Detectors Are 
Required by Law 

Smoke detectors must be installed in all :vfontgomery County dwelling units by July l, 1978. The following 
diagrams illustrate the minimum protection required by law. The "Smoke Detectors" section of the Montgomery 

County Code is printed on the reverse of this sheet. 

Where to locate 
the basic s:rnok.e · 

detector 
The major threat from fire in a dwelling is at night 
when ever/one is asleep. The principal threat to per
sons in sleeping areas comes from fires in the remain
der of the house, therefore, basic smoke detector(s) 
are best located between the bedroom areas and the 
rest of the house. In homes with only one bedroom 
area on one floor, the basic smoke detector shall be 
located as shown in Figure 1. 

TV 
ROOM 

BED 
ROOM 

Figure 2. In homes with more than one sl~pini area, 
a. smok11 detector (indicated by cross} should be provided 

to protect eacb. 

Hom.eswith 
stairways 

DINING K!TCHE.."1' BEDROOM BEDROOM 

LIVING ROOM BEDROOM 

Figure l. A basic smoke detector (indicated by cross) 
shall be locaced oetween the sleeping area 

and tbe rest of the house. 

Hoines "With inore 
than one bedroom. 

In homes with more than one sleeping area or with 
bedrooms on more than one floor, more than one 
basic smoke detector will be needed as snown in 
Figure 2. Location of the smoke detector outside 
the bedrooms presupposes that the occupants sleep 
with their doors shut to provide a barrier to the 
smoke thus gaining additional seconds for escape. 

Most homes have one or more stairs. Heat from fire 2nd FLOOR 
will carry smoke and toxic gases upward into stairs. 
A smoke detector is needed at the head (top) of each 
stairs including the basement as shown in Figure 3. lst FLOOR 

Stairs are usually a common path of exit and must 
be preseJ:Ved as a possible escape route. Al temate BASEMENT 
escape routes should be planned and practiced during 
a fire drill at home. Note: A smoke deteetor is not Figure 3. In bomes wtth stairs a smoke deteetor (indicated by 
required in stairs going to unoccupied areas. e.g. attic. cross} should be ac the head (top) of eacb. 

IMPORTA...'iT NOTE: Above examples illustrate minimum smoke detection requirements in residential units. 
Additional smoke detectors or an early warning fire detection system should be considered. 



EXHIBIT 3 

DISTRIBUTIOrl OF SMOKE DETECTORS 

A.R.F. Products, Inc. 30-17707-0lE 
'iardner Road 
Raton, New Mexico 87740 

C&H Electronics, Inc. 04-17260-0lE 
11454 Long Beach Blvd 
Lynwood, CA 90262 

Casady Engineering Associates 04-17370-01E 
560 Alaska Avenue 
Torrance, CA 90503 

City Tool & Manufacturing Co., Inc. 48-16514-02E 
1002 12th Street 
Wa tertm•m , WI 53094 

Conrac Corporation 06-17292-02E 
Cramer Division ·~ 
Mi 11 Rock Road 
Old Saybrook, CT 06475 

Cosmos Industries, Inc. 31-17748-0lE 
55 Washinaton Street 
Brooklyn,-HY 11201 

Edwards Company, Inc. 05-15809-03E 
90 Connecticut Avenue 
Nordalk, CT 06856 

Electromagnetic Industries 09-17650-0lE 
Square D. Company 
2305 Ca 1 umet Stree.t 
Clear.iater, FL 33515 

Electrons Company 29-08449-03E 
65 Passaic Avenue 
Fairfield, NJ 07006 

Emergency Products Corp. 29-17180-QZE 
25 Eastmans Road 
Parsippany, New Jersey 07054 

Emerson Electric Co. 05-13943-01E 
Statitrol Division 
140 South Union 81vd. 
Lakewood, Colorado 80228 
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Smoke Detectors Cont'd 

Empire Machines a·nd Systems, Inc. 31-17459-0lE 
Shore Road · 
Glenwood Landing, New York 11547 

8nhart Corporation 06-15214-02E 
P.O. Bax 2730 
Hartford, CT 06101 

Entronic Corporation 24-16322-02E 
4348 Riverline Drive 
Earth City, MO 63045 

Firetek Corporation 29-15775-02£ 
53 Thomas. Road 
Hawthorne~ NJ 07506 

Firex Corporation 12-15537-02E 
2470 Wisconsin Avenue 
Downers Grove, IL 60515 

Gamewell Corporation 20-18116-02£ 
7 Industrial Park Road 
Medway, MA 02053 

Genera 1 Electric Company 20-02573~04E 
Housewares Business Division 
Homer Avenue 
Ashland, MA 01721 

General Tiffie Corp. 12-02748-0GE 
Westclox Division 
LaSa 11 e, IL 61301 

Graviner, Inc. 29-14930-02E 
1121 Bristol Road 
Mountainside, NJ 07092 

Gulf & Western Mfg. Co. 20-16171~2E 
91 Bartlett·Street 
Marlborough, MA 01752 

Hochiki-America Company 04-14885-0lE 
21804 Belshire 
Hawaiian Garden, CA 90716 
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Smoke Detectors Cont'd 

Honeywell, Inc. 12-12267-0JE 
1500 West Dundee Road 
Arlington Heights, IL 60004. 

Honeywell, Inc.· 22-01870-14E 
2701 Fourth Avenue South 
Minneapolis,. MN 55408 

Ion Track Industries, Inc. 20-15525-02E 
Three A Street 
Burlington, MA 01803 

K-F Industries 37-16174-02E 
230 W. Dauphin Street 
Philadelphia, PA 19133 

EXHIBIT 3 

.. Lake Center Industries 22-17541-03£ 
111 Market Street 
Winorna, MN 55987 

Minnesota Mining & Manufacturing Co. 22-00057-SSE 
3M Center 
St. Paul, MN 55010 

Nittan Corp. 12-16029-0lE 
1299 Rand Road 
Des Plaines, IL 60016 

Notifier Company 26-17445-olE 
P.O. Box 4584 
3700 N. 56th Street 
Lincoln, NB 68504 

On-Guard Corporation of America 29-17399-0wE 
350 Gotham Parkway 
Carlstadt, NJ 07072 

Oster Corporation 48-l7407-02E 
5055 North Lydell Avenue 
Milwaukee, WI 53217 

Pittway Corp. 12-l 5023-02E 
BRK Electronics Division 
780 McClure Avenue 
Aurora, IL 60507 

PYA International 04~17827-0lE 
201 South Lake Avenue Suite 81 
Pasadena, CA 91101 

_________ , ________ _,._;.;i;._...A.--~-



Smoke Detectors 

Pyrotronic Division 29-08864-04E 
Baker Protective Services 
8 Ridgeda1e Avenue 
Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927 

Pyr-A-Lann, Inc. 10-17090-0lE 
Industrial Blvd. 
Dublin, GA 31021 

Republic Industries, Inc. 12-15641-02£ 
Division of Oor-0-Matic 
7350 H. Wilson Avenue 
Chicago, IL 60656 

Security·Engineering, Inc. 32-16736-0lE 
Clemmons, NC 27012 

Sensor-Tee, Inc. ~ 16-17089-01 E 
9401 West HY 42 
P .0. Box 31 
Goshen, KY 40026 

Simplex Time Recorder Co. 20-17584-02E 
26 South Lincoln Street 
Gardner, MA 03217 

Superior Industries, Inc. 42-17456-0lE 
10797 Harry Hines Blvd. 
Dallas, TX 75220 

Teledyne Water-Pik 05-16698-0lE 
1730 East Prospect 
Fort Collins, CO 80521 

Ultra El ectrot1ic$, Inc. 04-16163-01 E 
10315 Woodley Avenue 
Grand Hills, CA 91344 

Unitec, Inc. 05-15863-0lE 
3910 South Mariposa 
Englewood, CO 80110 

EXHIBIT 3 

Universal Security Systems, Inc. 19-17694-01E 
10324 South Dolfield Road 
Owings Millst MD 21117 
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EXHIBIT 3 

Smoke Detectors Cont'd 

Walter Kidde & Co., Inc. 20-15285-02E 
Fenwal Division 
400 Main Street 
Ashland, MA 01721 

Wellen Industries, 04-17640-0lE 
3020 Redhill Avenue 
Costa Mesa, CA 92626 

Western Supply Company 46-17879-0lE 
506 Second Avenue 
Seattle, NA 98104 

Wing Corporation 29-13180-02E 
215 Highland Avenue 
Westmont, NJ 08108 
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IV~ OCCUPATIONAL DOSES FOR Am~241 squRCE AND 
SMOKE DETECTOR MANUFACTURERS 

ESTIMATE OF RISK TO WORKERS PRODUCING ANO 
PROCESSING Am--241 SOURCES FOR IONIZATION 
TYPE PRODUCTS OF COMBUSTION DETECTORS AT 

TWO U.S. PLANTS 

Donovan A. Smith 

· The following estimate of collective dose and. re1ated health effects 

f n the U.S. production and distribution of Am-241 sources for use in ion
is based on informatiorr 

fzation type products of combustion detectors (smoke detectors}/from the 

the two manufacturers of the sources. 

Amersham Searle and Nuc1ear Radiation Developments, Inc., are specific

ally licensed to manufacture and/or distribute Am--241 foils for smoke 

detectors. Telephone conversations between their representatives and 

NRC staff {JMBell and OASmith. SO) indic~te that for calendar year 1977 

one of the specific licensees incurred about 2.03 x 10-7 man rem per micro

cur1e of Am-241 handled and the other incurred about 8.24 x 10-7 man rem 

per microcuri e of Am-241 handled. An ex.pl anation for the difference in the 

factors was not investigated. 

If we assume that each of the two foil suppliers distributed 50% of 

the 35.9 Ci Am-241 that was distributed in the 1977 reporting year and that 

the above factors for man rem per microcurie handled apply, it follows that: 

(2.03 X 10-7)(50%)(35.9 X 106) + (8.24 X lQ-7)(50%)(35.9 X 106)~18.4 
man rem 

The total risk estimates associated with 18.4 man rem are: 

From ICRP-26, risk of excess fatal cancers: 10·41man rem 

Total risk= (18.4 man rem/yr)(lo-4/man rem)=l .84 x 10·3/year 

or 2 x 10--3/year 
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From BEIR. risk of excess fatal cancers: 

Absolute mdel: 417/5 x 106 man rem or 8.34 x 10-S/man rem 

Total risk = {18.4 man rem/yr){S.34 x 10-5/man rem) 

= 1.53 x 10-3/year or 2 x 10-3/year 

Relative model: 925/5 x 106 man rem or 1.85 x 10-4/man rem 

Total risk= {18.4 man rern){l.85 x 10-4/man rem) 

= 3.40 x 10-3/year or 3 x 10-3/year 

Estimated Total Risk Range: 

The estimated total risk range can then be given as 

2 x 10-3/year to 3 x 10-3/year· · 

in.terms of the probability of the eventual development of excess fatal 

cancers in a large population exposed year after year to the estimated 

dose used in the calculations. 

Because of the currency of the ICRP-26 risk factor, we feel that 

the best estimate 1s probably 2 x 10-3 excess fatal cancers per year. In 

other words. it would require about 1,000 years of exposure at the rate 

estimated here in order to give a probabi1 ity of the eventua 1 development 

of 2 excess fatal cancers. 

Data with respect to internal dose {air samples, bioassays) was 

not available. However, because of the good radiation safety practices 
' 

required as a condition of licensing and because of inspection of the 

manufacturers, it is considered very unlikely that any internal dose 

would accrue. 
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ESTIMATE OF R!SK TO WORKERS ASSEMBLING 
AND PROCESSING IONIZATION TYPE PRODUCTS 

'OF COMBUSTION DETECTORS AT EIGHTEEN 
U.S. PLANTS 

Jack M. Bell 

The following estimate of collective dose and related health effects 

in the U.S. ionization smoke detector industry is based on data from three 

manufacturers. The production data for these three manufacturers range 

from relatively low (about 6000 units per year) through relatively high 

(about 2.8 million units per year) with the third manufacturer at an 

in between position· (about 1 million units per year). Simiiariy, the 

average amount of americium-241 per unit varied from about 0.35 microcurie 

to·about 3.5 microcuries per unit. 

Although personnel dose data was obtained for each of three 

manufacturers, details concerning dose distribution among all workers, 

badged (monitored) and unbadged, was available for only one manufacturer. 

This manufacturer's estimate of average dose per unbadged worker was 

used as the basis for estimating dose to unbadged workers at the other 17 

fire detector distributors' plants. The dose and risk estimates are based 

on 18 plants reporting smoke detector distribution during the periods 

under investigation. Dose data was available for two of the manufacturers 

for 1975 only and was used in conjunction with 1975 distribution 

figures. 

The production data (assumed to be the same as reported distribution 

figures) were available from annual reports filed with NMSS, as required 
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by Section 32.29 of 10 CFR Part 32. Personnel dose data were available 

only for those voluntarily reporting whole body personnel dose data for 

1975, as requested by the NRC in its August· 25, 1976 letter.· Some 

supplemental dose estimates for unbadged workers were obtained from one 

manufacturer during a visit to fts plant. Section 20.407 of 10 CFR 

Part 20 does not require reporting of personnel monitoring data for 

fire detector manufacturers. In addition, there has not been any special 

interest fn personnel doses associated with fire detector manufacturing 

since the radioactive material is finnly bound in a protective matrix 

and radiation levels are so low (about 15 x 10-3 microroentgens per hour 

at l metet'.·from 1 microcurie of americium-241). As a result, personnel 

dose data are not readily available. Given time for a more thorough study, 

add1ttonal useful data could probably oe obtained from fire detector 

manufacturers. 

Other radfoactive materials used in detectors, such as carbon-14 and 

ntckel-63 have not been specifically considered since (1) personnel doses 

associated with these materials would be very much lower than those 

associated with americium-241, (2) only three manufacturers were licensed 

to distribute such detectors (1 for C-14 and 2 for Ni-63), and (3} only 

one manufacturer has reported any distribution and no manufacturer has 

submitted a report indicating any current distribution. Also, this 

estimate of dose does not include consideration of dose associated with 

radioactive materials, such as radium, not subject to regulatory control 

by the Commission. 
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Data with respect to internal dose (air samples, bioassays) was 

not available. However. because of the manufacturing and radiation 

safety standards (e.g •• radiation source design and test and facility 

contamination surveys) applied in the licensing and inspection of the 

manufacturers, it is considered very unlikely _that any internal dose would 

accrue. This estimate includes only detector manufacturing activities 

and does not include doses that may result from radiation source manu

facturing and distribution and detector transportation, warehousing, 

distribution, installation, repair and disposal . 

. Obviously, there are i.n~ccuracies i_n '!;he personnel_ moni_taring 

data. Additional error is involved because·.af the laek of perfect 

correlation between manufacturing data (units and amounts of americium-241 

processed) and personnel monitoring data. However, it is our feeling that 

the estimates that follow are quite conservative for the following reasons: 

1. A significant number of the licensees do not manufacture 

detectors at all, but only import the product and, at 

most, repackage and distribute them. 

2. A significant number of those who manufacture detectors 

do not handle the americium-241-bearing foils directly, 

i.e., the foil manufacturer delivers the foil installed 

in a detector component (~.g., an ion chamber) or the foil 

is "remotely" installed in each unit by machine. This 

sh.ould not only reduce personne1 doses from individual 

foils, but perhaps more significantly the dose resulting 
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from exposure to the radiation from 1arge quantities of 

foils in transfer receptac1es at each assembler's work 

station. 

3. The total activity in each detecto~ has steadily declined 

over the years from on the order of 100 microcuries to 

. less than 5 microcuries. In fact,the largest manufacturer 

for whom data is used in this estimate -has reduced the 

amount of activity in its residential smoke detectors by a 

factor of five in the last year. 

Estimate of Annual Total Dose and Dose Per Upit Activity: 

Manufacturer A 

Workers direct1y involved in assembly (badged): 

Other workers (unbadged): 

Manufacturer- B 

2. 9 30 ··man- rem"' 

6.000 

Workers directly involved in assembly (badged): 0.925 

Other worker-s (unbadged): 1.896 

Manufacturer C 

Workers directly involved in assembly (badged): 

Other workers (unbadged): 

TOTAL: 

0.100 

0.205 

12. 056 man-rem 

Total units manufactured by manufacturers At Band C contained a total 

of 13,582,333.5 microcuries of americium-241. 

*The ratio 6000/2930 = 2.05 is used in estimating the dose to 11other 
warker-s 1

' for the two manufacturers for whom such data was not avai1able. 
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Dose per microcurie: 

12.056 man-rem 
13,582,333.5 uCi = 

_7 
8.876 X 10 man-rem 

microcurie 

Total activity processed by all 18 licensees reporting: 

35,931,454.9 microcuries. 

Total (collective) dose for 18 licensees: 

(35,931,454.9 microcuries)(S.876 x 10-7 man-rem ) microcurie 

= 31 .893 man;;.rem 

Total Risk Estimates: 

From ICRP-26, risk of excess fatal cancers: 

10-2/sv or 10-4/man-rem 

-4 . -4 
Total risk = (31.893 man-rem/yr)(JO /man ... rem) = 31.893 x 10 /yr 

From BEIR , risk of excess fatal cancers: 
6 -5 Absolute model: 417 /5 x 10 man-rem or 8.34 x 1 D /man ... .rem 

Total risk= (31.893 man-rem/yr)(8.34 x l □-5/man-rem) 

= 2.66 X l □-3/yr 

Relative model: 925/5 x 106 man--remor 1.85 x 1 □-4/man-rem 

Total risk= (31.893 man-rem/yr)(l.85 x 10-4/man-rem) 

= 5.9 X 10-3/yr 
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Estimated Total Risk Range: 

The estimated total risk range can then be given as 

3 x 10-3/year to 6 x 10-3/year 

in tenns of the potenttal for the eventual development of excess fatal 

cancers in a large population exposed year after year to the estimated 

dose used in the calculations. 

Because of the currency of the ICRP-26 risk factor, we feel that 

the oest estimate is probably 3 x 10-3 excess fatal cancers per year. 

In other words, it would require about 1,000 years of exposure at the 

rate estimated here in order to result in tqe potenttal for the eventual 

development of 3 excess fatal cancers. 
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V. RADIATION EXPOSURES FOR TRANSPORT, DISTRIBUTION, 
USE AND DISPOSAL OF Am-241 SMOKE DETECTORS 

ESTIMATED RISK FOR 1977 TRANSPORT OF Am-241 
SMOKE DETECTORS FROM DETECTOR MANUFACTURERS 

Donovan A. Smith 

Reports submitted pursuant to 10 CFR 32.29 show 7,379,646 smoke detectors 

containing j5_9 Ci Am-241 distributed in the 1977 reporting year. An 

estimate of the man-rems and risk associated with transportation of those 

detectors fo 11 ows : 

I. per p. 29 of the NEA Smoke Detector Standard, the exposure rate constant 

for Am-241 is 0.015 r/hr at 1 meter per curie. Thus, the unshielded radia

tion level at 1 meter from 35.9 Ci Am-241 would be 538.5 mr/hr. This radia

tion is of low energy and easily shielded, thus it is reasonable to assume 

that detector components and packaging will cause absorption of 90~ of the 

radiation such that an estimated 50 Tts"will be associated with the trans

port of the detectors containing Am-241. 

II. NUREG-170, Vol. 1, 11 FES on Transport of Radioactive Material by Air and 

Other Modes/' pp. 1-18, 4-40, 5-34 and 3-14 indicate that normal transport 

of 50 Tis might be equated to 0.4 man rem and normal plus accident risk for 

Am-241 smoke detector transport might be 0.00005 cancer fatalities. This 

indication is arrived at as follows: 

p. 1-18 shows 11 Limited11 as 7.74 x 103 TI for 1975.. (Smoke detectors would 

b_~ in the 11 Limited 11 type shipments.) 
.... ----- -

*Tl= Transport Index and means 11 
••• The highest radiation dose rate, in mi11irem 

per hour at three feet from any accessible surface of the package .•.. 11 
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p. 4-40 shows 63.3 person-rem dose associated with transport of 7.74 x 103 TI. 

Thus, transport of 50 TI could be related to: 

50 
7.74 X 103 

x 63.3 = 0.4 person-rem 

p. 3-14-shows 121.6 expected latent cancer fatalities per million person-rem 

dose to the population. Thus 0.4 person-rem could be related to: 

0.4 x 121.6 = 49 x 10-6 expected latent cancer fatalities 
1,000,000 

p. 5-34 shows 5.79 x 10-5 latent cancer fatalities associated with accidents 

related to all 11 Limited 11 shipments for 1975. The 11 Limited 11 category included 

2 x 103 Ci for the year. In 1977, about 36 curies of Am-241 were shipped in 

smoke detectors. If we assume that the radioactive hazard is proportional 

to the activity, *the accident risk from Am-241 in smoke detectors is: 

36 

2°x.:T03 
x 5.79 x 10-5 • 1 x 10-6 latent cancer fatalities 

Thus the total transport risk of nonnal plus accidents is: 

49 x 10-6 + 1 x 10-6 = 5 x 10~5 potential latent cancer 
fatalities for 1977 

*Admittedly this is a rough assumption. Am-241, in an accessible fonn is 

much more radiotoxic than tritium, for example. However, in the fonn 

likely to be encountered in a detector, the Am-241 is likely to be relatively 

inaccessible for uptake by the body. Other radioisotopes, e.g., tritium, 

are likely to be in a fonn that is readily taken up by the body. This rough 

assumption appears adequate for our purposes here in view of the very smal 1-

ri sk involved. 
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Estimate of Doses From Distribution of 
Ionization Chamber Smoke Detectors (Warehousing) 

Catherine .R. Mattsen 

In order to detennine the doses to workers in who1esale operations and 

catalog warehouses, we would have. if time pennitted, gathered some 

more data on number of workers in such activities. number of warehouses 

nation-wide, typical numbers of detectors stored in one location at a 

given time, average throughtime of an ionization chamber smoke detector 

shipment in a warehouse or wholesa1er, etc. 

At this time we have only limited information but have made some rough 

estimates as to these factors. For the purpose of this assessment we 

have assumed 1000 *resi den ti al type detecto,rs in storage in either type 

of warehouse o~ the average, ten thousand wholesale employees, eighty 

thousand catalogue warehouse employees. Also, we've estimated that the 

average worker spends 2000 hours at an average distance of 10 meters 

from thelOOO stored detectors. Using the same reasoning as we did in 

estimating the effect of shielding of numbers of detectors to each other 

in the case of the retail store display, we have estimated that 1000 

detectors stacked together yield a radiation field equal to that of 100 

unshielded detectors. This results in a radiation level of 0.015 ~rad/hr. 

at 10 meters and an average individual annual dose of 30 ~rad. For the 

10,000 wholesale employees this means an annual collective dose of 0.3 

man rad and for the catalog warehouse employees. 2.4 man rad for a total 

annual collective dose of 2.7 man rad. 

'it" 

This number may be 1ow, however, as explained on the following page, when 
detectors are stacked in numbers, radiation from the detectors in the back 
rows is effectively shielded by the detectors in the front rows. 
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Estimate of Doses From Distribution 
(geta11et§ ana customers) 

Catherine R. Mattsen 

In considering doses to people in retail stores we have used the same 

estimated exposure rate constant that we had calculated from the reported 

radiation levels in safety evaluations and used to estimate user doses. 

This had yielded .0085 Rm2/Cih as compared to the specific gamma constant 

for americium-241 of ·.g15Rm2/Cih. These radiation levels were the maximum 

measured taken at the point of least self-shielding of the detector. We 

wi 11 assume here then that each detector acts as at 1 east two ha 1 f va 1 ue 

layers when shielding another detector. Thus when detectors are stacked 

in numbers (e.g •• in a retail store display) the second row-detectors are 

shielded by those in the first and the radiation level reaching a person 

thus shielded would be equal to or less than 1/4 that resulting from the 

presence of those detectors in the first row. And any detector that is 

shielded by two others would have its component of the dose cut to 1'/16 of 

an unshielded ane, etc. 

Taking this into consideration and some additional shielding from the 

packaging, we have estimated that although there may be as many as 100 

detectors stacked in a store display that the radiation level would not exceed 

that which would result from 20 detectors unshielded. 

We have then assumed that the entire population (210 million people) on 

the average spends 30 minutes at two meters from such a display, which 

results in an average individual per capita dose of 0.15 µrad or a 

collective dose of 7 .8 man rad. 
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The maximally exposed individual is the retail salesperson working in 

the department who routinely remains in proximity to the detectors 

(near the display. in storage, and transporting from back room. etc.). 

The maximum individual dose was then calculated for a person who remains 

at an average distance of 2 meters for 2000 hours per year with a resultant 

dose of 0.15 mrad. This individual is exposed much more than most retail 

store workers (particularly those working in stores where no detectors 

are sold). So we have estimated that the average retail store worker 

receives one thousandth of this maximum dose. The resultant collective 

dose for the approximately 8 million retail workers in the U.S. is 

1.2 man rad for a total of 9 man rad from detectors 1n retail stores. 

The contribution to doses from the· transport by truck. etc •• of detectors 

is covered in a separate section. 



Radiation Doses to the Public Under Normal 
Conditions of Use (Including Installation 

and Maintenance) 

Catherine R. Mattsen 

During normal use of ionization chamber smoke detectors {ICSD's) the 

exposures are limited ta that from external radiation. In estimating 

these doses we have taken radiation levels reported in safety evaluations 

done by the licensing technical staff for approximately ha1f of all 

licensees and estimated an average radiation level for a typical detector. 

The resulting collective doses as shown below far ICSD's in homes and 

commercial buildings total about 140 man rad. 

Doses from !CSD I s 1 nsta 11 ed in private homes. 

!n this assessment we have assumed that the average activity per ICSO 

installed in private homes 1n 2 ~ Ci. The scenario is as follows: 

Normal Use: 

0 , There are an average of 3 persons per household. 

0 There are an average of 2 !CSO's per househo1d (of those whfch have any) 

0 The average person is at an average distance of 2 meters from each ICSO 

one hour per day. 

'Maintenance 

0 The home owner on the average handles each !CSD for 5 minutes, 12 times/ 

year when installing unit, changing batteries, testing and vacuum 

cleaning the unit and shutting off false alarms. 

0 The average distance of' source to body during above _procedures is 

estimated at SO cm. 
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Thfs results in an individual annual dose of 1 .35 µrad for use, and 0.06 

µrad for maintenance and an annual collective dose of 4r11 man rad per 

million installed ICSD's. 

Thus, if 15% of the approximately 80 million households in the U.S. had 

ICSD 1 s installed, there would be 12 million households with ICSD 1 s or a 

total of 24 million installed ICSD's·. The annual collective dose from 

normal use would be 100 man rad from ICSD 1 s installed in private homes. 

Doses from ICSD's Installed in Industrial, Commercial and Public Buildings 

In estimating the doses from commercial type ICSD's, it is assumed that 

the average activity per detector is 10 µCi. and that on the average,. two 

persons spend 2000 hours/year at an average distance of 4 meters from each 

detector. Here a maintenance dose would not significantly add to the 

collective dose. This scenario is taken from the NEA "Recommendations for 

Ionization Chamber Smoke Detectors in Implementation of Radiation Protection 

Standards. 11 This results in an average individual annual dose of 9.2 µrad 

or a collective dose of 18.5 man rad per million installed commercial ICS0 1 s. 

Thus, if there are 10% the number of commercial ICS0 1 s as those in private 

homes or 2.4 million the result would be a collective dose of about 44 

man rad. 

Equations Used: 

D a a 0.87 x r x A 
d2 
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r: We have used an estimated exposure rate 

constant calculated from the radiation 

levels reported in the safety evaluations 

of - half of all licensees. Thus the 

estimate is realistic as it takes into 

account the shielding of the detector 

housing {0.0085 Rm2/Cih). 

A: activity {of Am-241} 

0.87 is the absorbed dose (rad in air) delivered 

by lR 

It is assumed that the mean whole body dose 

rate to an individual at a distance d(m) frpm an 

r'CSD is equal to D (rad/hr) the dose· rate in air. a . 
D. = D t 

l a 
tis the number of hours per year spent at a 

distanced from the detector. 

The annual collective dose S {man rad) to the 

population of a given country-is then given by 

S = D; x n, x p 

n is the number of installed ICSO's 

pis the number of individuals exposed for a 

time t at distanced. 
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ESTIMATE OF DOSES RESULTING FROM THE 
DESTRUCTION OF rcso·s IA FIRES 

Catherine R. Mattsen 

One conceivable hazard ·from ionization-type smoke detectors might 

~esult from damage to the detector such that the encasement is com

pletely broken and the source is exposed and itself damaged. The .most 

likely cause of this would be a severe fire. The main route by which 

any released radioisotope could be taken internally is inhalation of 

airborne particulates. There are many factors working together which 

determine how much of the radioactive material may actually be inhaled 

by an individual and hew much will reach.a critical organ. They are: 

the quantity released, the fraction of that released which can become 

airborne~ the fraction of that airborne which remains in the vicinity 

of an individual such that it can be inhaled, and the particle size 

which detennines what fraction is r~spirable. Another unknown is the 

solubility, which determines what fraction of that inhaled reaches the 

blood stream and subsequently the critical organ. Each of these in 

turn depends on a number of factors, some of which are difficult to 
. --

predict quantitatively. 
-

In order to estimate what percentage of the americium might be 

released as respiraole airborne particulates, we have referred to 

the results of tests recently conducted at Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory. In these tests americium foils and whole smoke detectors 
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have been subjected to temperatures as high as 1200° C for one hour 

{ in addition to the 2 to 3 hours of heating to attain that temperature). 

In these tests, the foils consistently released as airborne particulates 

close to 0.01% of the total Am-241 in the foils and the maximum airborne 

release from any one foil approached 0. 1%. In the who 1 e detector 

tests (3 tests) about 0.05% became airborne. 

Individual Doses to Firemen From Fighting Residential Fires 

Following is a table of results using this data and some assumptions 

concerning the percent inhaled. From the table one can note that we've 

used a 5 pCi source for a worst case fn a residential fire and 2 ~Ci as 

an average. Tne amount of activity released as airborne respirable 

particulates would be difficult to predict without knowing more about 

the cf'1emfcal fann, partfcle ,si"ze. etc. Elut has been ·estimated from the 

ORNL data. 

Source 
( up to 5 JJCi for 
different" models) 

% of total that 
becomes airborne 

% of airborne 
which is inhaled 

Amount inhaled 

Amount deposited 
in bone 
(critfcal organ) 

First year dose 
to the bone 

50 yr. dose 
comni tment 

Approach 1 

Maximum individual 
dose (worst case) 

5 µCi 

O. l % 

0.1% 

5 x 1 o-6 µCi 

3.1 x 10-7 JJCi 

0.23 mrem 

1 O mrem 
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Approach 2 

Typical for severe fire 
with fireman present 

no respiratory protection 

2 µCi 

Q.01% 

0.1% 

2 x 10-7 JJCi 

1 .26 x 1 a-a pCi 

O. 0092 IJl_rem 

.41 mrem 



. ' 

In calculating maximum individual dose to a fireman involved in 

a residential fire we have assumed 0.1% released as respirable air

borne particulates and for an average we have assumed 0.01%. We do 

not actually know what fraction of the airborne particulates are of 

respirable size. •The percent inhaled depends on room size, degree of 

ventilation and the like, which affect the dispersal, and on the time 

that an individual is present in an area where this contamination has 

dispersed. Even in a non-fire situation an individual can only inhale 

a small portion of what has been dispersed in an area, though he may 

be present for extended periods; and in the fire situation it is highly 

unlikely for an individual to be in the area of this contamination 

for more than a short period of time without inhaling a lethal amount 

of combustion products. 

Taking all this into consideration, it seems reasonable to accept 

the 10 mrem result of the first approach as the maximum 50-yr dose 

comnitment expected from a single incident. 

Collective Dose to Firemen From Fires Involving ICSD 1 s in Private Homes 

From 1975 figures ft was estimated that there are 350,000 fires 

in non-residential buildings per year and 920,000 fires in residences 

per year. 

tf 15% of hauseho1ds nave rcSD's. installed, presumably 15% of 

fires: tn restdences·would involve I'CSD's or a total of 138,000 residential 

fi-res per year w1tft rcso•s present. we•ve assumed that 5% of these 

fires are serioas enougn to effect serious damage to the detector. We 

Believe tfiis to 5e ve-ry conservative particularly because the opera-

tion of tne smoKe detectors would increase the chances that the fire 
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would be controlled before it progressed this far. With this assumption 

however there would be 6900 such fires per year. We have then assumed 

that in 1% of these fires an average of 1 fireman is exposed to the 

average dose calculated by approach 2 of the preceding table. This 

assumption seems reasonable as it is unlikely that a fireman would 

be present in a severe case without respiratory equipment without 

succumbing to smoke inhalation. Because of the danger of smoke inhala

tion firemen routinely use respiratory protection equipment. Thus 69 

firemen per year receive a 50-yr dose commitment to the bone of 0.41 

mrem or a total annual collective bone dose of 0.028 man rem. 

Doses to Firemen Involved in Non-Residential Building Fires Involving 

Commercial ICSO's 

It seems even more unlikely that a fireman would inhale americium 

in a fire of the magnitude that would r~sult in serious damage of ICS0 1 s 

in- comnercial insta11ations as such a fire would preclude his presence 

without respiratory protection. Even though there could be an average 

of 120 JJCi per ouilding (assuming an average of 12 commercial ICSD's 

of about 10 pCi each per building) it did not seem worthwhile to try to 

create a scenario for such an exposure. In an unusual case the individual 

dose might be higher in such a situation, however the collective dose 

at most would be on the same order of magnitude as that from residen

tial fires and both of these sources of exposure still contribute 

little to the total collective dose from manufacture, use, etc. 
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Doses to Individuals Involved in Cleanup Procedures Following a Fire 

and to Fire Investigators 

Here we wish to consider possible intake of Am241 by individuals involved 

in the cleanup of debris remaining after a fire. The americium that was 

released due to the fire has since been dispersed to some extent and 

presumably a portion of this has settled out in the debris. At this time 

lower concentrations of americium existi however, the fire and smoke 

hazards are no longer precluding personnel fram the site. In this case, 

intake of the radionuclide can occur by inhalation of resuspended particles, 
ingestion, 

- / and by acsorption into the bl.ood directly through skin or by way of 

minor skin abrasion. However, for americium oxide, the primary route is 

inhalation of resuspended particles. 

First, we are concerned about the individual involved in cleanµp following 

a house fire, presumab1y the resident or some other person who is not 

going to be involved in the situation repeatedly. Again, we will take a 

realistic though conservative approach for the worst case. 

We can see that fire investigators will be similarly exposed repeatedly 

and have estimated an average dose for such exposure such that collective 

doses can be calculated. 

The table below outlines our method and shows the estimated factors and 

the· results for individual doses. 
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Table Outlining Method of Calculating Amount· Inhaled 
During Cleanup, Salvage, and/or Investigation Following 

A Residential Fire and Resulting Dose Commitments 

Total radioactive material 

% of total released in fine 
particulates 

% remaining in vicinity 

Total amount remaining in debris 
in vicinity 

Area settled out in 

Contamination level 

Resuspension factor 

Concentration in air 

Breathing rate 

Time individual spends during 
these operations 

Amount inhaled 

Amount deposited in bone 

First year dose (to the bone) 

50-yr dose commitment 

Maximum 
Individual 

Dose 

5 ,µCi 

o.u 
100% 

5 X 10-3 JJCi 

10 m2 · 

5 x 1 o-4 µCi/m2 

10-s m-1 

5 x 10-9 JJCi/m3 

10 m3/workday 

one 8-hr workday 

5 x 10-S _µCl 

3.15 x 10-9 µCI 

2.31 x 10-3 mrem 

0.1 mrem 

AveragP. 
Indi v1 dua.1 

Dose -----
2 µCi 

0 .1 % 

10% 

-4 2 X 10 JJCi 

10 m2 

2 x 10-5 µCi/m2 

,o-6 m-1 

2 x 10-ll µCi/m3 

10 m3/workday 

one 8-hr workday 

2 x 1a•lO µCi 

1 .26 x 1a•ll µCi 

9.26 x 10-6 mrem 

0.0004 mrem 

The percent released is based on the ORNL fire tests on whole smoke detectors. 

In these tests, the sources became unrecognizable in the rubble. However, 

when the po~tion of debris containing the highest concentration of radio

activity was sieved, less than 1% of the activity w~s found in particle 
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sizes of 10 microns or less (0.6%). In our assessment we have assumed 

that 0.1% of the source is released in the form of fine particulates 

which are both resuspendable and respirable. 

One can also note from the table that we have assumed, in the case of an 

average residential fire, that one tenth of the contamination remains 

with the debris at the site, the remainder being carried off and dispersed 

outside the house or apartment. This is reasonable, since in most cases 

where the smoke dete~tor is seriously damaged, the dwelling would be also 

and there would be adequate routes of escape of airborne particles. For 

the worst case 100% 1s assumed to settle out in the immediate area. This 
. is 

area even in the calculation of average dose/conservatively assumed to be 

only 10 square meters. Also, we 1 ve assumed a fairly high though typical 

resuspension factor of 10·6 m·l for the average and a maximum realistic 

estimate of 10·5 m-1 for the worst case. 

Collective Doses Resulting From Cleanug, Salvage, and Fire Investigation 

Following a Fire 

In order to estimate the collective dose from cleanup, salvage and fire 

investigation, we have made the same assumptions which previously led to 

the estimate of 6900 fires per year involving the destruction of ICSO's 

in private homes. In addition we've assumed that on the average 3 people 

each work an 'average of 8 hours in the above procedures in each incident. 

This results in an annual collective organ (bone) dose commitment of 

8.3 man rem. 
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In order to determine what individual and collective doses would result 

from these same procedures in cases involving corrmercial detectors, more 

background information would be needed to create a realistic scenario. 

This aspect should be investigated by the contractor employed to study 

consumer products containing radioactive material. 

Within the time frame of this study we can only roughly estimate the 

collective doses. Since our scenario assumes that the number of 

conmercial detectors installed is one tenth that of residential detectors 

and that the average activity per detector is five times that in resi

dential installations, the total activity distributed in this type of 

detector is one half of the total activity. distributed in residential 

detectors. Thus we've estimated that the collective dose resulting from 

procedures following fires involving corrmercial ICSD's is on the order 

of one half that resulting from residential fire cleanup procedures or 

an annual collective organ (bone} dose conrnitment of about 4.2 man rem. 
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Estimate of Doses From Destruction of ICSD's in a 
wa:renou~e F1ra 

Catherine R. Mattsen 
Another possible source of radiation exposure as a result of the dis-

tribution of ICSD's is a fire in a warehouse causing the destruction 

of many ICSD's and the release of Am.,241 such _that it might be inhaled. 

It is quite unlikely that an individual, fireman or other, would be 

present during such a fire. If one were, he would need respiratory 

protection to keep from inhaling toxic combustion products. However, we 

have done an estimate of the worst possible dose from such a situation. 

Also, we have considere4 possible doses to individuals involved in 

cleanup, s~lvage. and fire investigation procedures following such a 

fire. 

Our scenario starts with 1000 ICSD's each containing 5 µCi, for a total 

of 5000 µCi. We. have then followed the same steps as in our residential 

fire scenario with appropriate changes. 

These changes are: 

1. We have assumed for the case of the firefighter a fraction 

inhaled of one-tenth of that in a residence or 10- 4 of the 

total airborne. (The volume into which the material is 

dispersed is larger and the firefighter is less likely to 

be in the area of highest concentration.) 

2. In estimating the cleanu~ dose, we have assumed only 0.01% 

of the total radioactive material is released in fine 

particulates as compared to the 0.1% used for the residential 
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fire. (Since the detectors are packaged, crated and stacked, 

a lesser amount of the material could be released and 

resuspended on the average from all of the detectors.) 

As can be seen in the following table, the resultant doses are O~l rem 

to the firefighter and 10 mrem to cleanup personnel. Note again, these 

are the maximum individual doses;· since such an occurrence would be 

extremely rare, there is no need to consider collective doses. 

Outline of method used-to estimate doses from a warehouse fire with 
1000 detectors - {worst case) -

-
L, 
0 

0.. 
:::s 
C 
,0 
<U -(..) 

Total radioactive material 

% of total airborne 

Fraction inhaled 

Amount inhaled 

Amount deposited in bone 

First year dose 

SO-year dose commitment 

Total radioactive material 

% of total released in fine particulates 

% remaining in vicinity 

5000 _µCi 

0.01% 

l o-4 

5 X 10-S µCi 

3.1 X 10-S µCi 

2.31 mrem 

0 .1 rem 

5000 µCi 

0.01 % 

100% 

Total amount remaining in debris in vicinity 0.5 µCi 

Area settled out in 10 m2 

Contamination level a.as µCi/m2 

Resuspension factor 

Concentration in air 

Breathing rate 
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s x ,o-7 JJCi/m3 
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Time individual spends during these 
operations 

Amount inhaled 

Amount deposited in bone 

First year dose (to the bone} 

SO-year dose comitment 
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5 X 10-6 ;,Ci 

-7 3.1 x 10 pCi 
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ANALYSIS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF 

DISPOSING OF IONIZATION TYPE SMOKE DETECTORS 

USED IN THE. HOME 

Neil S. Landau 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Ionization type smoke detectors containing sma11 amounts of radio

active material, usually americium-241 {Am-241), are com:nonly used in 

homes. In the U.S., the Nuclear Regulatory Commission {NRC) strictly 

regulates detector manufacturers and distributors to ensure distribution of 

only those detectors meeting the requirement of 10 CFR Part 32. There are 

no regulatory requirements imposed on the homeowner who uses the ·ionization 

smoke detector because the detectors constitute a neglible radiation risk 

while in use. However, it 1s reasonable to ask about the consequences of 

unregulated disposal of worn out, discarded detectors. The NRC staff has 

considered this question and concludes that uncontro11ed disposal 

of ionization type smoke detectors used in homes does not present a signifi

cant risk to either the pub1ic or the environment. This conclusion is the 

result of the following assessment. 

In the course of making this assessment, we had to make assumptions and 

estimates when firm data were not available. When possible, we made rea1istic 

assumptions and estimates. When there was serious doubt in making estimates, 

we made conservative assumptions, assuming worst cases, greatest possible 

releases, largest possible ingestion and so on. Therefore, the conclusions 
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presented on environmental contamination, food chain concentrations, and 

heal th effects are upper 1 imi ts, averestimati ng the probab 1 e true effects. 

But due to the 1 ack of g,god data on some pofnts, the magnitude of the 

overestimation is unknown. 

I I • ASSESSMENT 

A. Introduction 

A typical ionization type smoke detector for home use contains 

about 2.0 microcuries (~Ci) of Am-241 within a housing which bears a label 

reconmending return of the detector to the m_anufacturer for. di sposa 1. 

Although the user is encouraged to return the detector for disposal, such 

action is neither required by regulations nor is it assumed for safety 
. 

analysis purposes. We have analyzed the con~equences of ionization smoke 

detector disposal assuming that all ·are disposed of as normal household 

solid waste at the end of their useful life. 

a. Principal Assumptions and Estimates 

The foll owing estimates were used to assess the hazard from 

uncontrolled disposal of household ionization smoke detectors: 

Number of housing units ••••••••.••••••• 80 million* 

Number of housing units with 

ionization smoke detectors ••••••.••.• 12 million 

Detectors per housing unit ••••.•.•••.••. 2' 

Total number of household ioniza-

tion smoke detectors in use •.•••••••. 24 million 

*Census data, 1975 
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Average Am-241 content of 

a detector ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 2 .microcur.ies 

Average useful life of a detector •••••• 10 years 

Using these estimates, the equilibrium disposal rate of detectors 

is 2.4 million per year, each containing 2 microcuries (µCi) of Am-241 

oxide, for a total of 4.8 Ci per year. Assuming detector users treat old 

detectors as co111T1on trash, the detectors will be dispersed in the rest of 

the household waste. About 1.2 x 1011 kg (130 million tons) of solid 

household waste is disposed of annually in the ~.s.~ It is assumed that 

on the average, a household will discard a smoke detector every five years, 

togetherwith about 7000 kg (15,000 lb) of waste, occupying about 70 m3 

(2500 ftJ).-ltlt 

C. Productio.n of Solid Waste 

The estimated average per capita produc

tion of household solid waste in the U.S. is about J.5 kg/day (3.2 lb/day} 

or 530 kg/yr {1170 lb/yr) • ..-..The per capita rate of production has recently 

been dropping slowly, presumably due in part to changes in materials used 

for packaging and in consumer goods. The present total annual solid 

household waste production is about 1.20 x 1011 kg/yr {130 million tons). 

Household solid waste has an estimated weight composition as fol1ows:**<Jr,lr 

• E?A, 11 Fourth Report to Congress on Resources Recovery and Waste Rl!<iuctiont" 
SW-600, August 1977 

3 
~ The estimated density of household sol id waste is O. 1 g/cm , or 1 /1 a that 

of water. 
7rlt"llt EPA, "Fourth Report to Congresss August 1977 

~ rbid. and P. N. Cheremisinoff and R. A. Young, "Incineration of Sa1id 
Waste 11

, Pollution gngineering, June 1975, pp. 20-27. 
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Metal ff 

Glass 91 

Yard Waste 20% 

Wood 4% 

Plastic 3% 

Paper 29% 

Food 18% 

Other 8% 

This solid waste weighs about 0.1 g/cm3 (6.2 lb/ft3). The per 

capita generation rate of 1.5 kg/day means each person generates about 

0.015 m3/day (0.52 ft3/day) or 5.3 m3/year (190 ft3/year). Thus, for a 

population of 210 million the total amount of household waste generated in 

the U.S. is about 1.2 x 109 m3/year (4.2 x 1010 ft3/y~ar). Often the 

muncipalities reduce this volume by pulverization, compaction, incineration 

or other means. 

D. Collection 

.Much of the solid waste generated in the U.S. is disposed of by municipal-
ities. Most (85 to 901) of muncipal solid waste is collected and trans-

ported to disposal sites.*· The waste is often compacted prior to, or 

during collection. Collection vehicle compactors can generate pressures of 

about 7 x 104 Pa (10· lb/in2) on the.waste, reducing its volume by about 

, 70%. This pressure will not release the Am-241 sealed in a smoke detector, 

although it.may crush the piastic cover of most smoke detectors. 

""Slack, Muhich, Klee, Hickman and Vaughn, "Nationa1 Survey of Community Solid 
Waste Practices, 1968," presented at the 1968 Meeting of the Institute for 
So1fd Wastes, American Public Works Association, October 1968. 
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E. Dispos~l 

Most solid wastes are disposed of either by land disposal or by 

incineration followed by land disposal of the residue. Some other techni

ques such as ocean disposal~ composting, animal feeding, and recycling, 

account fa~ about 2% of the total solid waste disposal. 

l. Land Disposal 

85% to 90% of all collected solid waste is deposited in one 

of the 12,000 land disposal sites in the U.S. Only si of these are classi

fied as sanitary land fills, where the waste is compacted, spread and promptly 

covered with fill dirt.• The remaining land disposal sites include dumps and 
I. 

areas of waste burning, exposing the 1r1aste to f1 re and weather .. for varying 

periods. The conversion of all land disposal sites to sanitary landfills is 
•' 

being·encouraged. 

Discarded smoke detectors disposed of in land sites will be mixed 

with large quantities of inert (non-radioactive) waste. For this analysis 

we estimate 1.2 x 1011 kg (130 million tons) of waste and 2.4 x 106 ioni

zation smoke detectors are disposed of each year. This 1s 40,000 kg (55 

tons) of waste per detector. The radiation level at one meter from an 
'ft 

unshielded one curie Am-241 source is 16 mrad/hr , or 0.032 ~rad/hr from 

a 2 ~Ci Am-241 source from electromagnetic radiation. The 55 tons of 

waste per detector, and the small activity per detector, 2.0 µCi, combine 

to make the external radiation dose insignificant. Additional shielding 

will result from covering the waste with soil. Covering waste is common 

ilrSoegly, Haynes, Hise, Compere and Griffith, 11MIUS Technology Evaluation: 
Solid Waste Collection and Disposal," ORNL-HUD-MIUS-9, September 1973. 

~O. H. Denham, · !iea·rth · Phys i'cs 16, 475 ,. 196'9 
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· ~practice in order to reclaim the land for further use. Leac.hing of radio

actfve material into surrounding water is not expected to be significant 

because the americ.ium oxide in the units is quite insoluble. Americium in 

soils and sediments has been shown to be immobile.* 

The highest concentration of Am-241 in th~ food chain due to land 

disposal of smoke detectors would be in plants grown in soil contaminated . . 

by Am-241 escaping from the source. Animals do not concentrate Am ingested 
.. .$ 

in their food. ·· 

The following scenario to estimate the effects of Am-241 in the 

food-chain is very conservative: Due to a lack of firm data, we have had 

to make the followingassumptions: {1} Sy some means all the Am-241 in every 

discarded detector is dissolved in an1 is evenly dispersed through a large 

volume of waste; (2} the waste is the same as soil; (3) all the Am-241 in 

the waste is available for intake into food plants; {4} the plants' uptake ,, 

fractions are a11 at the upper limit of the experimental evidence, 1 □-4 

and; (5) 10% of a person 1 s diet, or of the U.S. population diet in the 

collective dose estimate, may consist of plants grown in smoke detector 

contaminated waste. 

Each of these assumptions is conservative, but to an unknown extent 

because data are not available for realistic estimates. First, the :'l.m-241 

; n the detectors is in a chemi ca 1 and phys ica 1 form severely restricting 

dissolution; it is also known that even dissolved Am-241 does not migrate 

readily through soil. Second, the Am-241 in the waste may not act 1ike 

Am-241. in soi1. Thi.rd, an undetermined amount of the Am-241 dissolved in 

the 1.-1aste wi11 never be exposed to edible plant uptake and t-1il1 escape the 

food chain. Fourth, the average uptake by the edible parts of food plants 

* Emery and Klopfer, 11 The Distribution of Transuranic Elements in a Fresh
water- Pond Ecosystem, 11 BNWL-SA-5424, May 1975. 

r1r EPA, 11 Fourth Report to Congress, 11 SW-600, Annex I I, August 1977. 
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is not known. We have used the upper limit for intake of 10-4• Fifth, 

although it may be possibl~ that the diet of an indivtdual could consist, 

to a significant degree, of plants grown in solid waste containing smoke 

detectors, it is much less T-ikely that such a large fraction of the national 

diet could be grown in such waste. 

Our calculations show there will b~ one detector per 70 m
3

• If 

all the 2 uCi of Am-241 were released from each detector, the soil concen

tration might be about O .03 uCi/m3, or assuming a specific gravity for soi 1 

of 1, 3x1o-14 Ci/g. Experiments have shown that the plants take up about 10-
4 

or 

less of the soluble americium in the soil.* So plants grown exclusively 

in this waste could contain about (3 x 10-14 
Ci/g) x ( 10·

4 
uptake); or 

3 x 10·18 Ci/g. Data show the nonnal U.S. diet contains about 

2 x io-17ci/g of =-particle emitters, so the added Am-241 could increase 

the intake of =-activity by about 1.5% in a person for whom these plants 
1rk 

constitute 10% of the diet. Eating 50 kg/yr of such plants may 

resul~ in ingesting 0.15 pCi/yr. Over 50 years this will result 

in an average radiation •dose to the individual 1 s, bones c,f 0.057· urem/yr, or 

2.9 µrem for50 years. If the entire U.S. population consumed plants 

grown in such soil and each person ingested 0.15 pCi/yr of Am-241, the 

resultant collective bone dose could be about 600 rem over the 50 year period, 

or 12 rem/yr on the average. _Over SQ. years of exposure this radiation 
. -5 

could cause fJ. IJ04 
* ..... per year of exposure. 

cancer deaths, or 8x10 deaths 

*Butman, Concentration of Actinides fo the Food Chain, NRPB-R44, ,June 1975 

entific Committee on the ffg · 
ess,on, upp ement No . 

.......,NRC, Reactor Safety Study, Appendix vr, r!UREG-75/014, October 1975 
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2. Incineration 

Incineration by municipal facilities is one of the principal 

ways .of disposing of solid waste. In 1972 about 2 x 1010 kg. (20 million t~ns) 

of municipal solid waste was incinerated in the U.S., about 10% of all 

(household and industrial) solid waste produced.* As land fill space becomes 

more scarce, incineration may become a much more important disposal method. 

In some large cities 70% of the.solid waste is being incinerated. 

Combustion temperatures in municipal incinerators today are usually at 

or below 1200° C. (2200° F.). with smaller units generally operating at 

lower temperatures. Recent developments in municipal waste incineration indi

cate that temperatures as high as 1650° C. (3000° F.) may be reached soon. 

These higher temperature units will require the waste be pulverized, possibly 

mixed with fossil fuels, and blown into the combustion zone. Noncombustibles 

would nonnally be removed from the waste before pulverization. Some new 

municipal facilities are also being designed to recover the waste heat as 

steam, or indirectly as electrical power. 

Most large incinerators hav·e emission control systems to reduce environ

mental pollution. These systems reduce the quantity of radioactive material 

which might be released to the atmosphere should a smoke detector source 

be incinerated and release some activity. Table l lists typical particulate 

emissions for several types of waste incineration methods. 

'l1r 
Brinkerhoff, 11 Inventory of Intennediate-Size Incinerators in the United 
States - 1972, 11 Pollution Engineering§. (11), pp. 33-38, 1973. 
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Tabl~ l. Typical particulate emission factors 
for various methods of solid waste incineration 

Emission factor 
Method of 

_ .. incineration 

Municipal incinerators 

Uncontrolled 

Minimum control 

Medium control 

Maximum control 

Residential incinerators 

Intennediate-size 

Uncontrolled 

Modified 

Domestic-size 

Uncontrolled 

Modified 

Trench 

Open-pit 

Canica 1 burner 

(lb/ton) 

30 

14 

6 

0.9 

30 

6. 

. 35 

7 

57 

16 

10-60 

{g/kg) 

15 

7 

·3 

0.5 

15 

3 

17.5 

3.5 

18.5 

8 

5-30 

Source: U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Comoilation of 
of Air Pollutant Emission Factors, Publication No. AP-42, Air 
Pollution Technical Information Center, Environmental Protection 
Agency. Research Triangle Park, N.C. 27711, April 1973. 
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The residue from incineration consists of ashes, slag, and particulates 

from emission control systems. This residue is normally collected and 

deposited in land disposal sites • . 
The following estimates were used to assess the radiation hazard from 

incinerating solid waste containing ionization smoke detectors: 

Annual weight of incinerated'solid 

waste 

Annual volume of incinerated solid 

• • 

(20 million tons) 

.2 x 1010 kg 

waste ••• 2 x 108 m3 (7 x 109 ft3) 

Number of municipal incinerators. . . . . . . . . .150* 

Height of incinerator plant stack •••••• 50 m (165 ft) 

Activity fraction released ••••••••••••• 1% 

Assuming that by some chance all ionization type smoke detectors 

thrown away are incinerated, and that the waste and activity is evenly dis

tributed between all municipal incinerators, the maximum downwind concen

tration of Am-241 at ground level averaged over the year is calculated to 

be less than 2 x 10•-ll µCi/m3• This is insignificant when compared to the 

maximum permissible concentration for soluble Am-241 in unrestricted areas 

accessible to the general public, 2 x 10-7 pCi/m3.** 

Incineration reduces the volume of solid waste to 5% of its initial 
. 

volume~ and reduces its weight to about 15% of the original.*** Using the 

* 11 1977 Survey of Resources Recovery and Energy Conversion Practices/' 
Waste Age 8 (3), 3/77. 

'irk 
10 CFR Part 20. 

*** Cheremismoff and Young, 11 lncineration of Solid Waste;" Pollution Engineering, 
June 1975. _, ____ , ____________________ _ 
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annual,figures above, the residue is calculated to weigh 3 ·x 109 kg 

(3·m111ion tons) and take up 1 x 107 m3 (3 x 107 ft3). Thus, smoke detector 

residues will be mixed with very large quantities of radiologically inert 

material, which will provide considerable radiation shielding. The chances 

of a radioactive source being at the surface of the residue, with no shielding, 

will be remote •. As indicated in§ II.E.l above, leaching of Am-241 from the 

residue into ground water will not be a significant problem. 

The methods described in§ II.E.t for treating Am-241 in the food 

chain also apply to Am-241 in incinerator wastes. If the 0.48 Ci/yr of 

Am-241 from incinerated smoke detectors is dispersed in the 3 x 109 kg 

O x 107 m3) of residue, the Am-241 concentration may: be 1.6 x 10·13 Ci/g 

of residue, or 0.0~8 ~Ci/m3• Plants grown exclusively in such residue 

could have Am-241 concentrations of about 2 .. x 10-17 Ci/g. A person whose 

di et consisted of 50 kg/year, about 10% of his di et, of such pl ants for 50 years 

years might receive an additional bone dose of about 19 j.lrem over a 50 year 

exposure time. A'owever, fn tn.fs case, tfi.e entire po pal ati'qn could not recei.ve 
- . ·~ . .• ... - . . ' 

this same dose because if e~er-1oneate ·so kg/yr or plants containing 2xlo-17ci/q,. 

over 20 Ci/yr of Am-241 would have to be added to the residue. Since only 0.48 

Ci/."Jr co:.il'1 enter the residue, this limits the collective dose. Assuming 

0.48 Ci/yr in the waste and a 10·4 plant uptake, the maximum collective bone 

dose for 50 years of exposure is calculated to be about 900 rem,.or an average 

of 18 rem/yr,. Over 50 y~ar~_9f_expqsur~, this radiation could be expected tc 
.. . .. -4 

cause O.OOo cancer deaths, o~ 1.2x10 dea~,s per year of exposure. 

3. Recovery of Waste Materials 

Recovery of materials from fncinerator wastes is becoming a 

reality, with up to 10% of waste meta1 and glass reclaimed.· Therefore it 
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is appropriate to assess the risk of contaminating the recovered material 

with Am-241 from discarded ionization type smoke detectors. For the 

assessment we have made the following estimates: 

Weight fraction of metal in sol id wastes • . • • • • 9% 

Weight fraction of glass in solid wastes ••• • .. 9% 

Weight fraction of glass and metal actually reclaimed. .10% 

Activity fraction reclaimed from smoke detectors • : 10% 

These estimates, with the assumption that all 2.4 x 106 detectors 

discarded annually are incinerated, result in a calculated average con

centration of about 2.4 µµCi of Am-241 per gram of metal reclaimed. Even 

if all the 0.48 Ci per year of reclaimed Am-241 were used in plating, the 

use resulting in the greatest imaginable radiation hazard, the activity 
. * levels would be far below surface contamination level guideline limits. 

Even if all 4.8 Ci per year disposed of were recovered and used in plating, 

the activity would be far below the limits. 

F. Conclusion 

The preceding assessment shows that ionization type smoke detec

tors containing Am-241, when disposed of with nonnal household refuse, do 

not present a signficant risk to man or the environment. The underlying 

assumption leading to this conclusion is that the detectors will be widely 

*11Guidelines for Decontamination of Facilities and Equipment Prior to 
Release for Unrestricted Use or Tennination of Licenses for Byproduct, 
Source~ or Special Nuclear Material, 11 U.S. Nu~lear Regulatory Conmissi_on, 
Division of Fuel Cycle and Material Safety, Washington, D.C., December, 
1975 (DRAFT). 
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dispersed in a very large amount of radiologically inert solid waste. 

Furthermore, Am-241 does not readily enter the food chain. Conceivably a 

regulatory requirement could be imposed to require the return of all 
. 

discarded detectors to the manufacturers or others for disposal as radio-

ac1;.ive material. Such a requirement, even if it were practical to enforce, 

does not seem to be justified in view of the insignificant risk of uncontrolled 
. 

disposal, the small additional radiation exposure associated with ~ollec-

tion for controlled disposal, and the costs associated with setting up and 

running a collection and controlled disposal system. 
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DISPOSAL OF INDUSTRIAL IONIZATION SMOKE DETECTORS 

Neil Landau 

The environmental effects·J>f' d.i.sposing of industrial smoke 

detectors containing Am-241 were estimated in the same way as was 

done for household smoke. detectors. The same assumptions and estimates 

were used , with the. following two exceptions: {1) Industrial detectors 

contain an average of 10)4Ci of Am-241, five times the quantity in a home smoke 

detector, and; {2) There will be 240,000 industrial detectors disposed 

of per year, one-tenth the number of home smoke detectors. 

These assumptions lead to the following estimated environmental 

effects for industrial smoke detectors disposed of on land:· 

Am-241 concentration in solid waste • . • . . . 1.5 x 10-14 Ci/g 

Resultant Am-241 concentration in plants. 

Maximum 50 year bone dose to an individual •. 

Maximum 50 year collective bone dose 

(to a population of 210 million} ••• 

1.5 i 10-lB Ci/g 

. 1.5 _,Mrem 

300 rem 

.Resultant cancer deaths from 50 years of 

collective exposure .• • . . • • 0. 002 

For detectors disposed of by incineration, the effects would be: 

Am-241 concentration in residue. 

Resultant Am-241 concentration in plants .• 

Maxi mum 50 year: bone ··dose., ta art Ji:idi vi dua 1 • • 

Maximum 50 year collective bone dose 

-13 •. 1 x 10 Ci/g 

• l x 10-17 Ci/g 

10 ,,urem 

(to 210 million population) ..•.. 

Resu1 tant ca.aGel"'· dea•ths from 50 years of 

co 11 ecttve .. exposure , . 

. •... 450 rem 

. . . . • 0.006 
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VI. ALTERNATIVES 
James J. Henry 

1. Detectors other than ionization chamber smoke detectors. In the market 

for domestic fire detectors, there are four alternatives: ionization 

chamber smoke detectors; photoelectric and other optical smoke detectors; 

·combination photo-ion smoke detectors; and heat detectors. Ionization 

and optical detectors are sensors of products of combustion. Heat 

detectors are sensors of temperature or rate of rise of temperature. 

Photoelectric smoke detectors. Sensors for the photoelectric type 

detectors must be line-operated and located where visible particulate 

matter from fires can enter the detector. Inside the detector is a 

small, dark chamber. When gray-colored smoke enters the chamber in . . . 

sufficient mass to provide up to 4% obscuration (10% for black-colored 

smoke) of a standard light beam projected over a one foot distance, the 

light from the detector's light bulb is refracted and reflected into the 

detector's photoelectric cell. The increase in light intensity on the 

light sensitive receptor of the photoelectric cell initiates a signal 

which is converted into an alarm. Figure A is a schematic drawing 

showing the principle of the reflected beam type of photoelectric detector. 

Other optical smoke detectors. In an effort to develop an optical 

detector that will operate on a battery for at least one year before 

battery replacement, manufacturers are now relying on light-emitting 
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diodes (instead of light bulbs) and photodiodes or phototransistors 

(instead of photocells). This' combination permits the use of short bursts 

of red light from a pulsed LED scattered by visible particulates to acti

vate almost instantaneously the light sensing elements of the photo

receivers~ The design calls for moving the photoreceiver from the 

traditional 90° side-scatter position to the far-forwar.d-scatter posi

tion which, incidently, results in a better response to black smoke 

than the side-scatter design. 

Photo-ion smoke detectors. At a hearing on July 28, 1978, in the 

District of Columbia on a smoke detector law, BRK Electronics publicly 

announced the forthcoming availability of a detector that combines an 

optical smoke sensor with an ionization chamber sensor. 

The detector combines the best characteristics of the two types of 

sensors for detecting fires and, by gating their responses, reduces 

the probabilities of false alarms from cooking fumes, heavy tobacco 

smoke, steam .• sprays and mists, and similar particulates. 

Heat detectors. Sensors for the heat detectors must be located where 

heat rising from an unfriendly fire can affect a bimetallic strip 

(thermostat) or melt a fusible metal. The temperature response at 

135° to 165°F closes a circuit and thus activitates a mechanical or 

electronic alarm. the mode of operation of heat detectors requires 
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that at least one be located in each room under surveillance 

and, accordingly, are not normally single-station fire detectors 

(more than one heat sensor may activate a central alarm). 
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2. Radionuclides other than AM-241. Ionization chamber smoke detectors 

were originally designed to utilize Ra-226. An estimated 1 to 2 

million smoke detectors containing Ra-226 are still in use and one 

known manufacturer is distributing this type of smoke detector in the 

U.S. Ra-~26 adequately ionizes air for sensing smoke, but it has the 

drawback of constantly emitting_ very low levels of Rn-2?2, a radio

active gas, into the atmosphere around the smoke detectors. 

Some early models of ionization chamber smoke detectors authorized for 

distribution for use under the Commission's class exemption for gas 

and aerosol detectors contained Nf-63 or C-14. An estimated 10 thousand 

of these are still in use. There were ~ifficulties in generating 

sufficient ions for meeting sensitivity limits for smoke de~ection when 

using beta particle ionization of the air in smoke detectors' chambers. 

New, improved electronics including integrated circuits could permit 

design of new smoke detectors, utilizing beta particle emitters, that 

will respond to specified paper, plastic packaging, gasoline, and wood 

fires within specified time 1imits. 

In response to a petition for rule making, the Commission in 1963 

exempted from licensing and regulatory requirements persons using 

fire detection units containing uranium. The petitioner made only 12 

prototype models of the smoke detectors and never entered the com

mercial market. 
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3. Quantities of Am-241 radioactivity. Most currently approved models 

of ionization chamber smoke detectors utilizing Am-241 contain up to 

5 microcuries of activity. Manufacturers are striving to reduce the 

total quantity of activity to one microcurie or less~ in response to 

restrictive limits on smoke detectors destined for the European market. 

At least six ionization chamber designs licensed for distr·ibution in 

the U.S. market contain less than one microcurie of activity. This 

has come about from advances in solid-state electronics for responding 

to extremely small changes (signals} in extremely· small electrical 

currents (background or noise). 

Within the last several years~ the use of integrated circuits to 

compensate for tem~erature and atmospheric effects has made it 

possible to dispense with the reference ionization chamber. The side 

benefits of the single chamber over the dual chamber include a 

possible reduction in cost of detectors~ a reduction in the quantity 

of activtty per unit~ and integration of the ionization chamber with 

a photodiode or phototransistor optical sensor, i.e., the photo-ion 

detector discussed previously. 
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Benefits and costs of alternatives. Photoelectric and other optical 

smoke detectors respond to gray- and black-colored smoke. They are 

designed to reduce the potential for false alanns from low concen

trations of gray-colored smoke. 

Photoelectric and other optical smoke detectors do not respond ade

quately to invisible products of combustion. The paper fire and 

plastic packing material fire in the test protocol for smoke detectors 

are of a size to generate enough smoke (in addition to invisible 

combustion products) to mask the deficiency of the optical detectors. 

Photoelectric smoke detectors with incandescent lig~ts must be line 

operated, either plugged into an electrical outlet or directly wired 

into an electrical circuit. 

The nature of light sensing makes the optical detectors less sensitive 

as dust, grease, and dirt build a light-reducing layer over the light 

sensing element of the photoreceiver. This requires periodic maintenance 

to keep a high level of light transmission onto the light sensor. 

Steam, sprays, mists, and other smoke-mimicking particulates entering 

the optical detector can cause false alanns. This factor requires 

careful selection of the locations of optical detectors to keep the 

interfering material out of the sensitive volume of the detector. 
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One drawback of the battery-powered optical detectors is cost. The 

number and sophistication of components required make the detectors 

inherently more costly to produce than comparable ionization chamber 

smoke detectors. 

Photo-ion smoke detectors have the advantages of being able to detect 

both visible and invisible products of combustion and being designed 

to reduce the probabilities of false a1anns from smoke-mimicking 

particulates. 

Although photo-ion smoke detectors are not yet on the market (expected in 

the fa11 of i978), it is expected the combination unit will inherently 

cost more than either an ionization chamber or optical smoke detector. 

Heat detectors have the advantages of being intnune to most environ

mental conditions (except high temperatures, of course) and of being 

mechanical in operation (thus independent of outside sources of 

power). 

Ta be useful -as detectors of fires, the heat sensing portion of the 

heat detectors must be located where radiant, convective, or con

ductive heat from an unfriendly fire can exceed the temperature set

point of the heat detectors. This factor requires that at least one 

heat detector be located in each room unde~ surveillance. 
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Two radionuclides other than Am-241 that have been used in ionization 

chamber smoke detectors, Ni-63 and C-14, have the advantage of being 

less radiotoxic than an equivalent quantity of Am-241 activity. 

New smoke detectors utilizing beta particle emitters likely will cost 

more than equivalent detectors containing Am-241 because of the 

sophisticated components needed for beta-ionized chambers. 

Tne quantities of Am-241 radioactivity in ionization chamber smoke 

detectors nave been reduced primarily as comparatively large Am-241 

sources plus e1ectronics became more costly than smaller Am-241 

sources plus improved electronics. New- generation combination 

detectors (pQoto-ion) are using integrated circuits to replace the 

reference ionization chamber.. This will further reduce the quantity 

of activity per smoke detector. 
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VII. SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND COST OF IONIZATION TYPE SMOKE DETECTOR 

A. Benefits 

1. Benefit in reducing property damage: 

The primary purpose of installing smoke detectors in private homes, hotels, 

~ld peoples 1 homes etc. is to prevent loss of life in·fires by giving early 

warning and thus allowing occupants to escape. Although smoke detectors in 

industrial and public buildings can also save lives, the main reason for 

installing them has been to reduce property damage. 

It is difficult to estimate how much property lasses will be reduced by wide

spread installation of smoke detectors for a number of reasons. There are 

many factors involved and in the short time allotted to this particular study 

the staff did not develop an estimate. We h~ve been told that in some countries 

the fire insurance companies offer reduced premium to customers using approved 

smoke detectors. Accordingly, infonnation on the property saving benefit of 

smoke detectors may be possessed by insurance companies and its availability 

should be investigated during the course of the extensive consumer products 

study by the contractor. 

· 2. Benefit in reducing loss of life: 

An estimated 450 fire deaths would be prevented annually by use of our assumed 

24,000,000 detectors in 15% of all homes and 2,400,000 detectors in non

residential buildings. This very rough estimate is obtained simply by mul

tiplying the number of deaths in buildings {7,500) by the estimated fraction 

saved if a detector were used (40%) and by the assumed fraction of homes and 

non-residential buildings equipped with smoke detectors (15%). Similarly, 

18,600 fire injuries would be prevented. 
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B. Costs 

1. Purchase and maintenance costs: 

Purchase of the assumed 24,000,000 residential and 2,400,000 industrial 

detectors would require, at an average of $25/detector, $660,000,000. If 

we assume a 10-year life for a detector, we have an annual purchase cost 

of $66,000,000. 

Annual replacement of a battery in a battery-powered-detector usually will 

cost less than $1, however some earlier models required special batteries 

costing up to about $10. Some small amount for electricity, probably less 

than $1, would be spent annually by a user of a line powered detector. 

Maintenance costs, other than batteries, should be minimal since a defective 

unit probably would be replaced rather than repaired. 

2. Estimated radiation doses to man, person-rem/year: 

Workers at radioactive source manufacturing facilities 
( 19 77 ass urned typ i ca 1) .•••••.••••••••••••••••••.••••••••••• ~ • .• • • • 18. 4 

Workers at smoke detector manufacturing facilities 
( 1977 assumed typi ca 1) ........••......•....•••...•.••.•...••.•... 32. 

Workers transporting smoke detectors (1977 assumed typical} ..•..... 0.4 

Workers at wholesale and catalogue warehouses ....•....•.......•..•• 2.7 

Salespersons and customers at retail facilities .....•.•...•........ 9 

Users (person exposed when 24 x 106 residential and 2.4 x 106 

non-residential in use) •.•••••••..••.••.......••................. 143 

Firemen (collective critical organ. bone, dose co11111itment} ..••..... 

Clean up personnel after fires (collective critical organ, 

.03 

bone , dose collllli tment) • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 2. 5 

Persons exposed via disposal and food chain: (Collective critical 
organ, bone, dose co11111i tment} .•••••••••••• > • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 45. 

Tota i 263. 03 
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C. Incremental Benefits/Costs of Ionization Smoke Detectors When Compared 
with Photoelectric Detectors 

If the assumption is made that either ionization type or photoe1ectric 

type detectors would save the above mentioned property damage and prevent 

450 fire deaths annually, the question arises as to possible incremental 

ben~fits/costs of ionization types when compared with photoelectric types. 

One apparent incremental factor at this time is the difference in pur

chase price of the two types. If we assume that the average photoelectric 

detector costs $5 more than the average ionization detector, and if we 

assume annual replacement of 10% of the 24,000,000 residential and 

2,400,000 non-residential detectors, it follows that use of the ionization 

type would save users $13,200,000 annually. This savings (benefit) would 

be at the cost of incurring about-260 person rem. This is approximately 

$50,000 per person rem. 
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VIII. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT IONIZATION TYPE SMOKE DETECTORS 

1. Why does the NRC permit the use of smoke detectors that emit radiation 

when there are non-radioactive. photoelectric smoke detectors on the 

market that will do the job? 

Staff Response: The level of radiation from smoke detectors containing 

radioactive material is so low as to be virtually insignificant. With 

respect to function of the ionization type and the photoelectric type 

detectors, the staff relies on experts at the Center for Fire Research 

at the National Bureau of Standards. Those experts explain that, tech

nically speaking, the two types are not equivalent but rather they are 

complementary. The preferred detector wo~ld be one which incorporates 

both detection principles. Such a detector is expected to reach the U.S. 

market before Christmas of 1978. 

On occa'sion it is argued by critics of the ionization type that it 

must be equivalent functionally to the photoelectric type since both pass 

the same functional acceptance test at Underwriters Laboratories (UL). 

Although the UL test regime is widely accepted, there is general recog

nition of need for improvement in the tests. Both NBS personnel and an 

international group are actively developing functional tests. The Con

sumer Products Safety Commission has underway a study at Southwest Research 

Institute to evaluate the effectiveness of existing functional standards 

for smoke detectors. 

*Attached as Exhibit 11111 is an editorial from the Washington Post that 
also addresses this question. 
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Even if it is assumed that photoelectric and ionization type 

detectors now provide equivalent protection when used in the home, 

a question might reasonably l"'ernain as to the propriety of an NRC 

deci~ion to prohibit use in view of the very low radiation risk 

and the higher price that is presently associated with the photo

electric type. At this low level of risk, some persons would prefer 

to have an opportunity to make their own choice of whether to accept 

or reject it, and also whether to pay the additional cost in dollars. 

2. Labels on ionization type slllJke detectors usually are located inside 

the detector cover. Should not the potential buyer be able to see 

the label before he purchases the detector, gets it home, starts 

installation and then discovers it contains radioactive material? 

Staff Response: The regulation (10 CFR Part 32) is not specific with 

respect to location of the labels on smoke detectors. It is the present 

practice of manufacturers to locate the label inside the cover of the 

smoke detector and close to the radioactive source. The staff is 

presently re-examining this practice and will address label location in 

a Regulatory Guide. The staff is in general agreement that a wou1d-be 

purchaser,. particu.larly on& with a concern about radiation, should be 

able to ascertain the radioactive content o~ a smoke detector before he 

makes his purchase. 
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3. Labels on ionization type smoke detectors frequent1y carry a recollillendation 

that the detector be returned to the manufacturer for disposal •. Should not 

more specific instructions for return be provided to the homeowner? 

Staff Response: The manufacturers' practice of recol'IITlending return for 

disposal is a carry-over from early models intended for industrial use and 

containing up to 80 or 130 microcuries of Am-241. It was not unusual for 

an industrial building to have a dozen or more such detectors in a single 

system and, looking forward to removal from use, it seemed reasonable 

to recommend return to the manufacturer for disposal. At the same time, 
-the potential disposal problems did not seem to warrant a regulatory re-

quirement for disposal. 

Smoke detectors used in the hor.:e contain an average of about 2 micro

curies of Am-241. As discussed earlier in this report, their disposal 

along with other household waste does not cause a significant radiation 

problem. To return all the detectors to the manufacturer, however, would 

be a significant expense. To ship a packaged smoke detector, by the 

cheapest way, from Rockville, Md. to St. Louis, Mo., costs $1 .1a. If 

the expense of shipment is added to the expense of preparing the package 

for shipment and taking it to the post office, a total cost on the order 

of $3/detector would likely be incurred. It is highly unlikely that 

homeowners would voluntarily accept this cost. 

In view of the costs involved with homeowners' return of detectors 

for controlled disposal and in view of the very small radiation risk, in 

lieu of providing more specific return procedures it would be preferable 

to delete the recorrmendatfon in the label that the homeowner return the 

detector. 
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EXHIBIT l 

AN I:'iDEPENDENT NEWSPAPER 

Al2 

~.OR S011E rnIB now, we ha::e !::een. watching _r w!ta con~de!'able i!?te!'est tee d!!;,u!e betwee!l 
t';\·o lead!ng ccn..C'l.!!Iler protection groups-Consumers 
Uc.lcn and He1!tb. Research Grcu'P-")ver the safety 
and utility of ionization smoke detectors .• The argu
ment, like any squabble between rn·o like-minded 
grou;is, is !ascinat'!:.!lg. But this one h3S some other 
c¥;:::Jones. The product in dispute-systems that warn 
pe-,~Ie ~gr.ion fires in their homes-is impor..ant. And 
the d.iff eren:e in tile approaches of the two groups 
sugg5ts the dangers that lurk out there when public 
ii:t!:'!st groups p1J.Sh the!r experti.se too far. 

It all began in m.id-Septem'l:Jer when the Health Re
search Group, wlli,ch fs affiliated wi+..h P..alpb. Nader's 
Public Citizen orga.n.iz.ation. denounced ionization 
smoke detectors because they cont:ii:l a radioactive 
:?gent. It called them "l::li.ndless. and dangerous" and 
_uri;ed. that all four million of them then in use be re
called and destroyed. At the same time, Consumers 
Union. an orga.n.ization that has been testing products 
and providi!!g con.sumer information for 40 years. was 
readying a report cal.ling these detectors s.a!e and 
highly useful in giving early warning of some kinds of 
home fires. The article reeommending the use in 
homes of an ionization detector as well as one of the 
photoelectric type appeared in Octobers Consumer 
Reports. And the f!g.ht was on. 
·Dr.Sidney M. Wol.f'e, director of Health Research. 

ti:ld Consumers t:mcin that it had not carefully con
sidersd questions of safety il.Ild efficiency, had failed 
to test for radiation leaks W1der certain conditions, 

. and had ignored other nuclear-re!atad hazards. He 
coc.ta:ided that even an official of the Nuclear Regu• 
Iatonr Commission "had conceded that the NRC 
fol.Cld no- inaccuracies in our report." He concluded 
tliat the devices subject workers and residents to the 
risk of harinful radiation.. "The issue," he said, "is not 
hou: much radiation is released but why this extra 
amount of radiation exposure is necessary at all." Un
derpimling his. argument were the fact that photo-
electric smoke detecton sense smoldering fires f a,s. 
ter than ionization ones and the assertion that since 
To per cent of home fires start out as smoldoring 
ones, there is no need for another kind of detector. · 

.r~ow, charges of that type are body blows when 
:hey are aimed at an organiz:ttion Uke Consumers Un
ion. whose stock ill trade is the aceuracy 0£ its testing 
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procedures. So it was net su:prisic.g •,::hen it returned 
the !"rre bits J:1!luary putlicat!an. It said Dr. '\rolf e's 
!ears are "unwarranted" and his conclusions "are 
·wrong." TI:!.e second largest c:iuse of home fire 
deaths, it said. are ooen blazes which ohotoelectr?c 
detectors gene:-il!r ignore whi!e ionization ones rio 
not. As ta the ~Oi.l.llt or radiation, Consumers Union 
in.ststed that the data show the d..;tectors produce so 
little that there is "virt.?.ally no hazard." It said tb.at 
the.Health Research Grcup·s warning against using 
these detectors, 1f followed. by tile public, ·:could lead 
to t..-agic co.::zsequ~nces including the po~~fb!e less of 
hundreds of lives." And it quoted:tb.e same .NRC om
c~ as saying that the Health. Research Group's re• 
port "was ir.accurate in that it left out anything that 
would. have tipped the balance against the HRG's 
viewpoint." 

We are sure this is not the last word. Tbe language 
in Consumer Reports is a direct challenge to the 

· thoughtfulness q11d care ~ith wbich the Health Re
search Group evaluated these de"ices. But at the mo
ment, it seems to us that Consumers Union is pretty 
far ahead. Its data make a substantial case that these 
detectors are not d:ingerous in normal use and do 
provide a substantial amount of protection that otbe.r 
detectors do not provide. The findings of the Nuclear 
Regulatory Commission support those safety conclu
sions. But you can judge for yourself by reading both 
reports. 

The thin ice that it seems to us the Health Research 
Group is on results from its quick response to one 
particular threat to life-radiation-v,ithout weigh
mg the degree of danger- against the benefits to be 
gained. This same approach to consumer safety prob
lems has appeared again and again. recently in the ar• 
guments advanced by· some other fairly new public• 
interest organizations. It arises either because they 
are so_eager to reduce one particular threat that they 
f:1il to weigh the plusses and II1.muses or because they 
need something new every once in a. while to keep 
them going. In either case, the results are the same
an undermining of their effectiveness. That, it seems 
to us, is going to be :. g:-o~·mg problem for organiza• 
tiotis wbich are created to pusb. specific public-inter
est programs. It is quite easy for them t~ slip over the 
line which the public sees as dhiding special•interest 
groups from public-interest groups. 
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